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   “Having spent five decades working in Canada’s                          
construction industry and being a part of Aecon’s evolution, 
I firmly believe in the opportunities that lie ahead for Aecon 
and the value we bring to our communities, our clients, our 
employees and our shareholders. I am proud of what we’ve 
built together and have every confidence in Jean-Louis to 
take the baton and lead Aecon into its bright future,” said 
John M. Beck.

   “Since joining Aecon in 2018, I have benefited greatly 
from the experience, guidance and counsel that John and 
the Board have provided me. John’s deep experience and 
commitment to the future of Aecon have been invaluable 
and I am honoured to be assuming full executive                                  
responsibility going forward.  I look forward to working with 
our teams to successfully complete our impressive portfolio 
of projects while executing our thoughtful growth strategy,” 
said Jean-Louis Servranckx.

   Eldorado Gold Corporation (“Eldorado” or “the         
Company”) is pleased to announce the Company’s fourth 
quarter and full year 2019 preliminary production results. 
The Company will provide its full year 2020 guidance in 
conjunction with its 2019 Year End Results at the end of 
February.

7 The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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econ Group Inc. (TSX: ARE) has announced that                       
effective immediately, John M. Beck, Founder, former 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Chairman has    

transitioned to the role of non-executive Chairman. Jean-Louis 
Servranckx, President and Chief Executive Officer, will assume 
full executive responsibility and will be fully supported by Mr. Beck 
and the Board.

   As part of the transition, Mr. Beck’s formal employment 
with the Company will cease and, as a result, Mr. Beck will receive 
36 months’ salary and short-term incentive plan entitlements and 
other benefits in accordance with his employment agreement.

   “In close collaboration with John, the Board, as part of its 
succession planning responsibilities, believes the time is right for 
John to transition to the role of non-executive Chairman. Having 
served Aecon for over 50 years as Founder, former CEO and 
Executive Chairman, John has been an extraordinary leader, 
mentor and a true industry icon. Having laid the groundwork for 
Aecon’s future with the appointment of Jean-Louis as President 
and CEO in 2018, it is the right time to build on that foundation,” 
said Joe Carrabba, Lead Director. “Words cannot adequately     
express the appreciation the Board has for John’s vast 
contributions to Aecon and we look forward to his continued 
support going forward,” Carrabba added.

A

Aecon announces John M. Beck 
transition from Executive Chairman 

to non-executive Chairman

Eldorado Gold announces 2019 
production in-line with guidance 
and senior management changes
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   Eldorado also announces that Executive Vice                 
President (EVP) and Chief Operating Officer (COO) Paul 
Skayman is retiring and is pleased to confirm that Joe Dick 
has been hired as the Company’s new EVP and COO.

   Preliminary production of 395,331 ounces of gold met 
the Company’s annual consolidated production guidance. 
Preliminary production for the fourth quarter 2019 was 
118,955 ounces of gold.  Further detail on asset level 
production is shown in Table 1 below.

   Gold recovery at Kisladag met the Company’s 
expectations in 2019. However, production at Kisladag was 
slightly less than guidance as crushing and stacking were 
slower to ramp up and solution flows through the leach pad 
took longer than expected. Solution flows picked up 
significantly in the month of December.

   After almost 15 years with the Company, Paul 
Skayman, EVP and COO has announced his retirement. 
Mr. Skayman will stay on with Eldorado as Special Advisor 
to the COO to assist with the transition. Eldorado would like 
to thank Mr. Skayman for his contributions to the Company.

   Joe Dick joined the Company as EVP and COO at the 
end of 2019. Mr. Dick has over 30 years of operational and 
leadership experience in companies such as Rio Tinto, 
Barrick and Goldcorp. Prior to joining Eldorado, Mr. Dick 
was the SVP, Latin America for Goldcorp. He also held the 
roles of General Manager of Pueblo Viejo and General 
Manager of Cortez with Barrick Gold Corporation. 

   Resolute Forest Products Inc. (NYSE: RFP) (TSX: RFP) 
has announced the construction of a commercial plant     
specializing in the production of cellulose filaments, a new 
sustainable biomaterial derived from wood fiber, at its 
Kénogami paper mill in Quebec as well as the optimization 
of the mill, at a total cost of $38 million.

   “Our investment in cellulose filaments represents an 
opportunity to enter into non-traditional growth markets,” 
stated Yves Laflamme, president and chief executive officer, 
during a press conference attended by government                 
representatives, local dignitaries and employees. “The 
cellulose filament and Kénogami mill optimization projects 
will create synergies within our network of operations in 
Saguenay-Lac-Saint-Jean.”

   Cellulose filaments are derived from wood fiber that is 
mechanically processed without chemicals or enzymes. 
They are manufactured entirely from renewable sources,   
resulting in a low carbon footprint. Offering a wide variety 
of uses and a number of benefits, the filaments can be            
integrated into commercial and consumer products from 
many industries, including transportation, construction and 
energy, increasing the resistance and durability of those 
products.

Resolute invests $38 million 
in its Kénogami mill in Quebec
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   The new $27 million project will create eight jobs in 

the startup phase slated for 2021, and a total of 23 jobs once 

the plant reaches its full production capacity of 21 metric 

tons per day. These new jobs will be in addition to the 200 

existing positions at the paper mill. 

   Resolute will also invest $11 million to enhance the 

Kénogami paper mill’s short-term competitiveness by 

modernizing equipment in order to produce high-grade 

SCA+ supercalendered paper, allowing the mill to access 

more favorable markets. The mill has a production capacity 

of 133,000 metric tons of specialty papers per year.

   The cellulose filaments will be marketed with the 

help of Performance BioFilaments Inc., a joint venture                                

established in 2014 by Resolute and Mercer International 

Inc. that is dedicated to the development of non-traditional 

applications for cellulose filaments. The extraction technology 

was developed by FPInnovations Inc., one of Canada’s

largest scientific forest product research and development 

centers, of which Resolute is a member.

   The project will be funded in part by Quebec’s 

Department of Forests, Wildlife and Parks ($2.5 million), 

Investissement Québec ($4.2 million) and Natural Resources 

Canada ($4.9 million).

   RNC Minerals (TSX: RNX) (“RNC”) is pleased to 
announce the appointment of Chad Williams, P. Eng, to its 
board of directors.

   Paul Andre Huet Chairman and CEO of RNC said, “We 
are very pleased to have Chad join our board and look           
forward to his contributions. Chad is a well recognized       
leader in the mining industry, not only with the resounding 
success of Red Cloud but throughout his career in executive 
management, investment banking and as a mining analyst. 
With our focus now on growing production and reducing 
costs at our Western Australian gold mining and milling       
operations, Chad’s insights will provide valuable guidance as 
we work to grow the business to create shareholder value.”

   Mr. Williams is the Chairman and Founder of Red Cloud 
Securities, and has extensive experience in mining finance 
and management, having previously held the positions of 
CEO of Victoria Gold Corp., Head of Mining Investment   
Banking at Blackmont Capital Inc. and a top-ranked mining 
analyst at TD Bank and other Canadian brokerage firms.      
Mr. Williams has been a Director of several emerging mining 
companies and was a founder of Agilith Capital Inc. and 
Westwind Capital Inc. Mr. Williams holds a P.Eng in Mining 
and an MBA from McGill University.

RNC Minerals strengthens team 
with the appointment of 

Chad Williams to board of directors
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   “RNC’s future is bright”, said Mr Williams. “The Company’s 
two gold mining operations are now performing very well due to 

the many positive changes made by Paul Huet and his team over 
the past several months. With continued cost improvements and 
the significant upside remaining at both operations, this promises 
to be a very exciting year for RNC shareholders.”

   Canopy Growth Corporation (“Canopy Growth” or the 
“Company”) (TSX:WEED, NYSE:CGC) is pleased to announce that 
Judy Schmeling has been appointed Chair of the Board of                
Directors and Jim Sabia has been appointed in principle as a 
member of the Company’s Board of Directors. Mr. Sabia will act 
as an observer to the Board as he and Canopy complete the       
standard Health Canada processes associated with the                            
appointment.

   “It is my pleasure to welcome Judy Schmeling as our Chair 
of the Board of Directors and to welcome Jim to the Board,” said 
David Klein, CEO, Canopy Growth. “Judy’s leadership experience 
in highly competitive industries will be instrumental as we focus 
the business on its core priorities. Both Judy and Jim’s                             
contributions will be extremely valuable as we continue the       
journey of building iconic brands.”

   Ms. Schmeling has been serving on the Canopy Growth 
Board of Directors since November 2018 and is chair of the Audit 
Committee.

   She currently serves on the Board of Directors of                     
Constellation Brands, Inc. as well as Casey’s General Stores, both 
Fortune 500 companies. She is the former Chief Operating       
Officer of HSN Inc., an interactive multichannel retailer, and the 
former President of HSN’s Cornerstone Brands. Ms. Schmeling 
brings to her new role proven leadership acumen, valuable          
operations experience and extensive accounting and financial 
expertise.

   “I’m honored to be named the new Board Chair at Canopy 
Growth,” Schmeling said. “During my time as a board member of 
Canopy Growth, I personally witnessed the unfolding of one of 
the most exciting market opportunities of our lifetime. I look     
forward to working with my fellow board members and the       
entire Canopy Growth leadership team to help guide the              
company to lead the global cannabis industry.”

   Mr. Sabia is a world class marketer of iconic consumer 
brands, currently serving as Executive Vice President and Chief 
Marketing Officer, Constellation Brands, and a member of          
Constellation’s executive management committee. Mr. Sabia is 
responsible for leading the marketing strategy across                            
Constellation’s diversified portfolio of wine, beer and spirit 
brands. As an industry veteran, Mr. Sabia brings a vast                     
knowledge of building a portfolio of high-performing brands and 
developing a winning marketing strategy. Prior to joining              
Constellation in 2007, he served as Vice President of Marketing 
and Media at Molson Coors Brewing Company. 
   

   “I’m excited to join Canopy’s Board” said Sabia. “There is 
no company better positioned in the emerging global cannabis 
market and I look forward to working with Canopy Growth’s very 
talented leadership team to ensure that we continue achieving 
success and remain a global leader in the years ahead.”

Judy Schmeling appointed as Chair of 
the Canopy Growth board of directors 
and Jim Sabia appointed to the board

E 
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A DYNAMIC TEAM
DESJARDINS EXPERT CONSEIL
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Desjardins Expert Conseil

Q
uebec-based multi-disciplinary consulting engineering 
firm Desjardins Expert Conseil offers services in building 
mechanics, building electricity, and civil engineering, 
and is a dynamic team that works to analyze and               

understand the real needs of its customers.

   Desjardins Expert Conseil (DEC) is currently celebrating 
its 20th anniversary, having been founded in 2000 by owner 
Jean Desjardins. Mr Desjardins has 33 years’ experience as a 
practicing multidisciplinary engineer, building an enviable     
reputation in the three disciplines of engineering offered by 
the firm. Mr Desjardins is proud to say his two sons have          
followed in his footsteps, his eldest working as a mechanical 
engineer, and his youngest studying mechanical engineering 
at the university ETS in Montreal. Mr Desjardins spoke to The 
Canadian Business Quarterly recently to discuss the humble 
origins of the firm, some of DEC’s key projects, and the                
impressive growth that has seen it become one of the most 
sought after engineering firms in Quebec.

   “It started off in 2000,” Mr Desjardins explains. “I worked 
as an engineer with my father initially, when I graduated, and 
he was a consulting engineer himself. So, I’m second generation 
engineer [and] my sons are third generation engineers.”

   Gaining valuable experience working with his father, Mr 
Desjardins decided to start his own company after his father’s 
retirement in 2000, embarking on a new beginning with         
Desjardins Expert Conseil.

Humble origins
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   “I started in my bedroom, and seven years later we were 
six in the office. My wife said I was taking up too much space, 
so I moved out and got into an office in Laval. Now we’re 45 
employees with an 8,000sqft facility, and we’re very much in 
demand and very happy at the progression we’ve had.”

   The company is Quebec-based, but has extended its 
footprint significantly over the years, now having the                               
capabilities to work in Alberta, Northwest Territories, Ontario, 
New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

   “We are doing projects right now in Ottawa,”                                       
Mr Desjardins says. “As we’re speaking, we’re doing a                

20-storey and an 8-storey multi-residential building in       

Ottawa, and we also have an indoor medical Cannabis 
growing facility project in New Brunswick.”

As a multidisciplinary engineer, Desjardins Expert Conseil 
specializes in three key disciplines of engineering:                         
mechanical building systems, electrical building systems, 
and civil/storm water management engineering. 

   “Buildings are like the human body. In the human 
body you need heat, you need to cool, you need water, you 
need to drain, you need to see, and you need energy. The 
building has those same needs, so mechanical engineering 
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   support
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on their well-deserved success.
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Impressive growth

will take the plumbing and the HVAC – the heating, the 
cooling, the ventilation – and treats the building as such so 
a human can live inside and be comfortable.” 

   It is then the job of the electrical engineer to power to 
all the equipment that provides these essential heating, 
cooling, lighting and pumping services to the building, by 
connecting to a power grid.
 

 

 “The civil engineer will connect the sanitary and storm      
sewers that’s coming out of the building to the municipal 
services. We have to do storm water management around           

our buildings meaning we have to provide storm water         

retention and control the flow to the city storm sewers. So 
that’s how all these disciplines work together.”

   The firm had a record achievement in 2019, ending the 
year having completed 159 projects, which for a staff of just 
45 is a significant mandate. The firm has continued to excel 
into the New Year, with a number of big projects in Quebec 
being signed at the start of 2020.

“[The range of projects] could be from due diligence on a 
building, that would be a smaller mandate, or we could have 
a project where we’re doing 700 units in a 45-storey                                     
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Desjardins Expert Conseil

multi-residential high end building. It really depends on the      
project itself and the scope of work that’s asked of us.”  

   The firm benefits greatly from being a private                
company, staying away from the typical scrutiny of                   
penny-pinchinginvestors. As the firm’s owner and founder, 
Mr Desjardins is very conscious of how DEC’s success is 
generated.

   “The administrative and human resources department 
is the secret to maintaining a healthy company, because the        
people that work in the company have to be well treated 
with the upmost respect, they have to be recognized for 
their contribution to the success of the company  they are 
in fact the reason why the company has success. The          
people that I work with are not employees, they are my    
family and my friends and I treat them as such.” The small 
turnover of staff in the firm’s office is testament to how well 
my philosophy works.

   The firm is successful because it has a dynamic team 
that follows a strong vision and objectives, making sure the 
customer is happy. A happy customer is a returning                     
customer.

   A number of DEC’s buildings in Montreal would be        
instantly recognizable to residents of the area, including the 
M9 Phase 4 in Old Montreal and a project currently in           
progress, Centra Condo, a 45-storey building across from 
the Bell Centre arena, and Birks Hotel that won  the gold 
medal for the Architecture Hotels & Resorts at the                              
International Design Awards for the renovation of a                        
patrimonial building.
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   “There’s a lot of new demographics happening in    
Montreal, because a lot of new immigrants are arriving from 
everywhere and creating a big demand for residential areas, 
so the condo and the rental business in Montreal is                
booming, and for that we’re building taller towers, because 
the city has to densify their lots, because there’s no more 
land.”
 

   This is an exciting development for DEC as engineers. 
Previously, taller buildings were more common in Toronto 
and Vancouver, but now that they’re being built in Quebec, 
engineering firms are getting more involved.

   “The aesthetics of buildings are always an issue in        
cities. When you get into a city you see a building and you 
want it to be appealing. The cities are very critical of the       
architecture that creates the envelope of that building, and 
that creates issues with mechanical engineers.”

   Ventilation, in particular, has become a big issue. With 
fresh air needing to come into buildings, there must be grills 
installed, which need to be on the side of the building and 
are not usually pretty. This requires more creative thinking 
from engineers in order to unite functionality and                            
aesthetics.

   DEC has become a pioneer of an emerging industry 
arising from the legalization of cannabis in Canada. With a 
new demand for products derived from CBD and hemp, the 

http://qualiteairtotale.com
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firm has been involved in a number of projects over the last 
four years furthering research in this area. 

   “We have been involved in over 20 projects of inside 
growing facilities for growing cannabis, and these facilities we 
also include spaces for transformation of the plant, meaning 
that we extract oils from the plant to sell it to industries like 
pharma, the food industry and the cosmetic industry.”

   One industry issue surrounding this process is the           
increasing lack of agricultural land to grow on. Mr Desjardins 
sees the solution coming in the form of high-rise buildings, 
not for living in, but for growing in. 

“The planet is producing more humans, so we need places to 
house them. We’re using agricultural land for that, so we have

http://itctech.ca
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to do agriculture vertically. If we grow inside, we don’t have 
to worry about storms, because we’re controlling our                  
environment. We can grow year round, even in cold climates.”

   These changes are necessary as a way of rethinking 
the way we cultivate and grow our food, and the company is 
heavily involved in this process. Mr Desjardins is particularly 
proud of the company’s involvement.

   With its impressive growth and leading role in an 

emerging industry, it is little surprise that Desjardins Expert 
Conseil has become one of Quebec’s most sought after        
engineering firms.  Find out more about DEC by visiting 
www.genieconseil.com
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F
irst established in 1979, House of Knives is a successful 
independently-owned retail business that offers a broad 

selection of quality products, a high level of customer 
service, and a sharp focus on product knowledge.

   House of Knives President Andre Eng established his 

strong work ethic growing up on the family farm. While still at 
high school, he began a culinary and retail career, helping his 
brother Allan grow House of Knives from a single location to 15 
stores. Thirty-four years later, Mr. Eng and his wife own the 
business, which is now vertically integrated to produce kitchen 
and sporting cutlery and accessories. The company focus is 
on growing the business by inspiring through education, 
investing in both stores and online, corporate sales, and 
design and manufacturing. Mr. Eng spoke with The Canadian 
Business Quarterly about the journey from owning a single 
franchise to buying out the brand, the focus on education that 
drives the company’s vision, and the importance of investing 
in quality long-term products.

   “We’re proud to say we’re the largest independently-owned 

cutlery gift store chain in the world,” Mr. Eng says. “There aren’t 
many similar stores to us, simply because we’re a bit of a 
Frankenstein specialty store.”

House of Knives  

Specialty Store

  Stores frequently receive comments from customers 
amazed by the number of items the brand sells outside of 

knives. The company’s name can be confusing, but House of 
Knives is a lot more than merely knives.  From wet shaving, kitchen 
gadgets and multi-tools there is something for everyone.  

  Mr. Eng’s connection to the company began thirty-four 
years ago, when his brother bought an independent House of 
Knives franchise store. 

http://chefschoice.com
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House of Knives  

  “Back in the 80s, when the House of Knives concept 

started in Canada, there were close to 50 stores across the 

country. They were owned by the Minit Corporation, and 

they franchised the concept. My brother owned one of 

about 10 locations that were franchised in Canada.”  

  After finishing his studies at culinary school, Mr. Eng 

teamed up with his brother Allan to start running the           

franchise, growing the business, and eventually acquiring 

the franchise  rights for British Columbia, with corporate 

running all locations east of BC.

  In 2008, after many years working together with his 

brother, Mr. Eng and his wife purchased the company from 

Allan. “Fast-forward to 2011. Minit had been closing their     

locations, and just closed their last location in Alberta. At 

that time, we negotiated the rights to the name and                    

acquired it so we had our freedom from paying royalties, 

and then we could control the brand and grow it as we saw 

fit.”

  The company’s current footprint includes 15 locations 

across Canada – 12 in British Columbia and 3 in Alberta. The 

Alberta factions all opened after 2011, when Mr. Eng                   

acquired the rights to franchise outside BC.
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House of Knives  

   “[Acquiring the brand] was a natural state that had to 

occur, because you know the way the business world works, 

every percentage of margin counts. So, the cost of doing 

business and having to pay royalty on top of it was not a 

long-term plan that was going to work.”

  As Mr. Eng’s franchise grew over the years, it had               

increasingly moved away from the corporate mindset           

adopted by other stores under the brand, with many             

customers noting differences between Mr. Eng’s stores and 

those operating in the east.

  “Because we’ve always been owner-operator, we’ve      

always made a dedicated effort to have a much larger          

selection of products, a greater focus on customer service, 

and carry a much larger variety of goods than corporate 

did.”

  Within such a competitive retail environment, the         

company has worked hard to differentiate from larger chain 

retailers selling similar products. This is especially difficult in 

the modern climate of larger stores selling a wide variety of 

products.
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  “For us, it’s always about the education and the product 
knowledge,” Mr. Engs explains. “Our vision statement is to 
improve the lives of those we encounter through education 
and innovation. Through my 34+ years in business, I still make 
routine visits to the vendor factories on a yearly basis.”

  Mr. Eng is about to make one such trip to visit their many 
vendor partners’ factories in Germany, which he has done a 
number of times over the years. This is important to stay 
connected with changes in the industry as well as to nurture 
their vendor relationships.    

  “We like to stay on top of the current trends as well as 
understand the manufacturing nuances behind what goes into 
making our products, and it’s that kind of information that we 
can articulate through our salespeople to our consumers.”

  The company also puts a lot of work into progressing 
and changing, particularly in terms of how it serves its 
customers. Much of this involves knowing everything about 
the products it sells, and showing customers how best to 
use them.

  “It’s no secret that online is having a tremendous effect 
on all industries and all businesses, and with everyone being 
so time-starved these days, everyone is trying to find ways 
to gain back time, and online definitely does that.”
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  The way the landscape has been affected by the rise in 
online shopping has meant that physical stores must find 
new ways of giving customers the best possible service, and 
providing something online retailers can’t.

  “We’ve had a greater focus on creating better experiences 
within store. Currently if you walk into one of our stores, 
you can actually try out a large variety of our knives by 
cutting up potatoes, so you get a better sense and feel of 
how they work for you. That’s one way we really try to 
differentiate ourselves, that’s an experience you can only 
get in store.”

  There has been a big change in food and lifestyle over the 
last few years, with the way we consume food and think about 
cooking being influenced by many different factors, such as 
social media, celebrity chefs, and the rise of food delivery apps. 
This has seen a shift in the retail landscape as well.

  “We do knife skills training with high school students, 
and part of the message to them is that eating out all the 

time, eating processed, packaged foods, is not a healthy 
lifestyle. Any nutritionist will tell you that the best thing you 

can do for your health is to cook for yourself!  I think there is 
a movement going back to basics, where people are more 
conscious of what they’re putting into their bodies. Part of 
that starts with healthy cooking.”
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  These sessions are designed to teach young people basic 
knife skills, having started with a focus on using the right 
knife for the right purpose, but evolving to empower people 
with the skills and knowledge to work more effectively in the 
kitchen.  

  Often it’s a shame that people don’t eat healthy simply 

due to a lack of knowledge on how to perform a certain task, 
like filleting a fish, or mincing garlic quickly and cleanly.

  “Here, locally, we teamed up with BC Chicken [marketing 
board] this summer and we’ve produced a series of videos, 
empowering people on how to use their knives as a proper 
tool, so they can carve, spatchcock, or section a chicken.”

  These videos are designed to inspire people to save 
money while learning how to cook and eat healthier. Buying 
a whole chicken not only saves you money, but you also have 
the benefit of using the bones and carcass to make stock so 
you can create soups or sauces! For some, soup just comes 
out of a can!

  “It’s all these little nuances in terms of empowerment. It’s 
like the old saying goes: ‘you don’t know what you don’t 
know.’ So by empowering them to use the tools properly, we 
truly do feel that everyone will not only eat healthier, but will 
live a healthier lifestyle as a result.”
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   The company has been fortunate to have decade long 
relationships with some of the world’s finest tool companies 
like Victorinox Swiss Army and Leatherman. 

  “Gone are the days where companies just put their logos 
onto any trinket and give it away. People are so conscious 
about the environment and what the footprint is. Nobody 

wants to give a gift that’s going to last for a week and then 
end up in a landfill somewhere. So to give something of 
quality, like a Swiss Army knife that you know is going to 
last, is invaluable.”

   “When you make an investment in something that’s 
going to last forever, over the long run, it’s actually less 
expensive. I always tell people, think about the thousands 
of dollars you’ve spent on the many gadgets for your 

kitchen that you never use, like the juicer, bread machine, 
or blender. But when you invest in a high-quality set of 
knives, there’s no better value as you’ll use them 365 
days of the year, two to three times a day – guaranteed.”

  With its focus on community, edge-u-cating, and 
empowering everyone on how to use their tools properly, 
House of Knives is poised for future growth. 

Find out more about House of Knives by visiting 

w w w. h o u se of k n ives . c a

  Like all retailers, the company looks to have a proactive 

business and to continue growing into the future. It has 

launched a number of initiatives designed to raise its profile, 

especially in this age where fewer people are travelling to 

physical stores.

  “If they’re not going to come to us, we’ll go to them. We’ve 

started doing more community efforts in the last couple of 

years, working with non-profits, which go into elementary 

schools and teach kids as young as in kindergarten all the way 

to grade 7 not only how to cook, but understanding the whole 

farm-to-table movement, where food comes from.”

  This teaches children respect for and understanding of 

healthy eating. Even young children use knives, and it is just 

as important for them to learn from an early age how to use 

them safely and efficiently.

  “It’s all about community and collaborations,” Mr. Eng 

says, “working with these non-profits that in turn create 

healthier lives for all these kids. That’s just one segment that 

we’re working towards. The other one is, we’ve just launched 

our corporate gift program.”
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HOCKEY HISTORIAN 
LIAM MAGUIRE REMEMBERS 
ONE OF CANADA’S 
DEFINING MOMENTS

THE SUMMIT SERIES 
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L
The Summit Series

iam Maguire is a noted hockey historian, a published 
author, radio host, and TV personality. He is regarded 
as the foremost historian on the NHL and Canadian 

hockey in general. When asked recently which moment he 
considers to be the most impactful in the history of the 
sport, Liam has been unequivocal in his response: the 1972 
Summit Series between Canada and the Soviet Union.

   “I was born in 1959,” Liam says, reliving his rise to            
becoming Canada’s preeminent hockey historian. “I grew up 
as a young boy in the 60s. I played hockey, everybody did. 
We were hockey fanatics. We bought the hockey cards, and 
in those days the anecdotes on the back of the cards were 
neat. There was a lot of really neat little significant type of 
factoids. I started just memorizing them.”

   Liam was blessed with a great memory, and this rite of 
passage for young Canadian boys in the 60s and 70s soon 

became something he was able to harness and turn into a 
career. His ability to remember statistics and player names 
helped the love of hockey factoids grow into something 
more significant.

   “I attended an exhibition game in Ottawa,” Liam says. 
“In 1974, I went to a game with five High School friends to 
see the Montreal Canadiens play the Chicago Blackhawks. 
To see who was going to be in the line-up you had to buy a                     
program. I went home that night and I couldn’t sleep, I was 
so excited. I read the program cover-to-cover.”
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   Liam spent the night studying the Canadiens’ roster, 
learning about players he had previously never heard of,    
realizing how little he knew about the team. The next day he 
held a contest with the friends he had been at the game 
with to see who could remember the most trivia from the 
previous night.

   “For whatever reason, I did. When I think of it now, it 
was so innocuous, but I got this instantaneous reputation as 
a hockey expert, and I knew nothing. So I said, I’d better 
bone up. I’d better start knowing these things if I call myself 
a Habs fan. So then I started studying up on the Montreal 
Canadiens.”

   The real turning point came a year later when the      
visiting cousin of a boy at Liam’s school, who had heard of 
his newly-formed reputation as an expert, asked him who 
had won the Stanley Cup in 1933. Liam didn’t know, although 
he did correctly answer that it was an American team. 

  “I went home that night and I said, I don’t even know 
who won the Stanley Cup every year. So I sat down that 
night and I memorized who won the cup every year, the 
team they beat, how many games, and who scored the cup 
winner. That’s how I roll, and it became an insane passion for 
me to become the absolute king of NHL trivia and                          
statistics.”

The Summit Series
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   Liam is often asked what he considers to be the most 
impactful moment in the history of hockey. There’s no doubt 
in his mind that nothing even comes close to the Summit 
Series of 1972 between Canada and the Soviet Union. The 
event has been commemorated on the country’s coins and 
is considered a defining moment in Canadian history.

   “We have to be respective of history, regardless of 
what the topic is. In this case, it’s a sport, and we don’t hold 
in in the same regard as we would a wartime effort, and nor 
should we. From a sporting perspective, especially hockey, 
and especially in terms of professional hockey at the highest 
level, nothing was more impactful than the Summit Series in 
1972.”

   Despite the fact that these were only exhibition     
matches, it was the first time in history that Canadian         
players had been pitted against the world’s best, having 
withdrawn from international competitions after a dispute 
with the IIHF some years earlier. Team Canada were coming 
to play seriously.

  “It was a month-long competition. There was a two-
week break in between the four games in Canada and the 
four in the Soviet Union. Canada travelled overseas before 
they went to the Soviet Union, they played two games 
against the Swedish national team, then they continued the 
series against the Soviet national team, then they wrapped 
it up by playing a game against the actual world champions 
at the time, the Czech national team.”

The Summit Series
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   The majority of Canada’s top players from the NHL 
were available to compete, with the intention being to          
create a true best of the best hockey event. At the time, the 
Soviets had been the dominant team in international           
competition, and the prospect of them taking on NHL        
professionals was mouthwatering. These would be, without 
doubt, meaningful matches.
  

   “The entire Soviet Union shut down to watch the 
games in Russia,” Liam explains. “The entire hockey world, 
such as it was available to them at that time in 1972, were 
watching and waiting for the results of the Summit Series, to 
hear how the Canadian pros were doing against these          

Soviet ‘amateurs’.”

   The result of the series are now well known in                    
Canadian history, and represent a huge feat of strength 
from the Canadian team. After losing games one and four, 
and tying once on home soil, Team Canada lost the first 
game in the Soviet Union. Against all the odds, Canada 
roared back to win the remaining three games and take the 
series.

   “Not only that,” Liam says, “but winning game six, 
game seven, and game eight, all by one goal. Not only that, 
winning game six, game seven, and game eight with the 
same man getting the game-winning goal in all three games, 

The Summit Series
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Paul Henderson. He gets the series and game winner in the 

most impactful moment, month, in the history of the sport 
of hockey, with 34 seconds to play in game eight,                            
culminating 27 days in September of 1972.”

   One of the knock on effects of the series was the          
influx of European players joining the WHA and the NHL 
soon after, players scouted during those games, especially 
from Sweden, most notably Börje Salming, Hans Inge       
Hammarström, Lars-Erik Sjöberg and Thommie Bergman. It 
opened up the NHL to a new global audience.

   As Liam passionately describes it, the most striking 
moment in the series came in the third period of game eight. 
Team Canada were down 5-3, needing a big finish to come 
through and win the series. After pulling the game back to 
5-4, Canada scored the tying goal through Yvan Cournoyer. 
At first, the goal light did not go on.

   “You know why it didn’t go on?” Liam asks. “Because 
the goal judges were paid by the Soviets. They didn’t want 
Canada to win. Alan Eagleson stood up to complain, and as 
he was racing over to try and confront the goal judge, he 
was intercepted by the Soviet military, who circled the        
arena. They were carrying machine guns. They were trying 
to cart off Alan Eagleson, the executive director of Team 
Canada.”

The Summit Series
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   The response from Team Canada was to clear the 
bench and cross the ice. Players Gary Bergman and Peter 
Mahovlich climbed over the boards, swinging their sticks at 
the Soviet military, trying to stop Eagleson being dragged 
out of the arena. It’s all on tape, and it’s quite something to 
watch.

   “They rescued Alan Eagleson. They bring him back 
across the ice, and then with three minutes to go, in a 5-5 
game, in game eight, the Russians send down a message to 
the Canadian bench that they’re going to declare victory,    
because they had scored one more goal than us.”

The defining moment of the series was about to play out. 
Alternate captain, Phil Esposito, huddled his team together 
to give a rousing speech, refusing to leave the ice until Team       
Canada had won. Paul Henderson jumped off the bench and 
found himself with one last shot to win the game.

   “The puck is there. He takes a shot, and Tretiak saves it, 
and the puck comes right back on Paul’s stick, then he buries 
it, with 34 seconds to go. At 2.30pm Eastern Standard Time, 
Thursday September 28th 1972. And the country went wild. 
Nothing ever in the history of mankind will rival the Summit 
Series in 1972 for impact, drama, and how it ended.”

   As Canada’s preeminent hockey historian,                                    
Liam Maguire is unequivocal about the importance and        
impact of the Summit Series. It’s hard to imagine anything 
like it ever happening again, being a product of its era and a 
truly defining moment in Canada’s history

The Summit Series
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ith over 20 years’ architectural experience, Altius      
Architecture is a Toronto-based multidisciplinary       
architectural firm with a focus on the broader                  

residential market, and a commitment to embracing                   
innovative sustainable design.

   Managing Principal Graham Smith is one of the firm’s 
founding partners, and has helped guide Altius to                           
becoming an industry leader for architect-led design-built 
projects for individuals seeking private client services for 
their homes and vacation properties. The company is best 
known for its high-end sustainable contemporary homes 
and cottages throughout the Greater Toronto Area and 
Southern Ontario’s cottage country. Mr Smith spoke                  
recently with The Canadian Business Quarterly about the 
firm’s unique position in the architectural sector, the issues 
currently at play in the Canadian housing market, and the 
firm’s recent shift towards building spec homes.

   “Altius is a full-service firm, with architects, interior   
designers, project managers, and construction managers,” 
Mr Smith says. “We’ve been working with private clients for 
over 20 years and have completed over 450 projects 
throughout the GTA and across cottage country, from the 
shores of Georgian Bay all the way to the Ottawa Valley.”

W

http://soundsolutions.ca
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   The company has developed a particular expertise in 
building contemporary homes, with a strong focus on        
sustainable features, energy performance, and an                             
integration of all the modern features clients expect and    
demand in their homes.

   “Having built so many homes for so many clients, we 
have a profound understanding of what makes or does not 
make a home work, from a design perspective. It also means 
that we’ve tried and tested an enormous range of materials, 
fixtures, finishes, and equipment, so that we can offer our 
clients an expert opinion about how to build their homes.”

   Altius’ unique approach to business means it builds 
the majority of the homes it designs. This is fairly unusual, as 
architects would normally take a step back from the           
building process itself, with a general contractor or                   
constructor taking the lead.

   “Altius is leading the trend for architect-led                               
design-build, where the architect and interior designers 
work alongside the construction manager as an integral 
part of the building team. What this means is that the          

construction manager is involved in the project from the 
inception of the design, and that the designers are involved 
through the entire construction process.”

   This unique setup does away with the traditional          
divide that sees the design process unfolding without the 
constructor, and construction unfolding without the                   
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constructor, and construction unfolding without the                   
architect, greatly increasing the chances of a smoothly-run 
and successful project.

   “I’ve always said to my staff – just because you can 
draw it, it doesn’t mean that it can be built. It’s impossible to 
convey all of the architectural or design intent through 
drawings alone. For the construction manager and the 
trades onsite, there’s no substitute for having a direct line of 
communication with those that design the project and those 
that are building it.”

   Mr Smith recognizes the benefits of his staff learning 
about the building process. By being part of the                                
construction team, they can both share knowledge with and 
learn from the trades. These are invaluable experiences, and 
constitute a defining feature of the Altius model.

   “One of the key benefits of this approach is that        
construction budgets are being developed and detailed at 
the initial stages of a project. Normally a project is costed 
by being sent out for tender once the designs are                        
completed. Under the architect-led design-build approach, 
the project is largely budgeted before the design is even 
finished.”

   This means that as the project launches into its            
construction phase, a lot of the uncertainty that usually    
surrounds a build is removed, with the client having greater 
accountability and control of the build.
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   “We’re rare in the industry, because the regulation in 
Ontario almost discourages architects from being hands-on 
builders. The architect-led design-build process is much 
more prevalent in the United States, where they recognize 
that architects should be the experts, not only on design, 
but in construction.”

   By providing a fully integrated team, Altius offers a 
one-stop shop for the project, giving full accountability for 
the client and end project. It is one of the only firms offering 
this kind of service in the space.

   “As we enter 2020, we’re doing our usual mix of urban 
homes, cottages, and this year in particular we seem to be 
doing a lot of boathouses, including a floating boathouse in 
Georgian Bay,” Mr Smith says. “However, this year does have 
a few interesting new ventures for Altius.”

   One of these new ventures is a large mid-rise                    

condominium project in Whitby, which will be built to the 
passive house energy efficiency standard, as well as             
comprising six storeys of wood frame construction, which 
will be a first for Altius.

   “While six storey wood frame construction has been 
permitted since 2015, not many have been built in Canada. 
This, combined with achieving passive house certification, 

Spec buildings

http://marvincanada.com
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makes this type of project a game-changer, which I believe 
will have a real impact on some suburban areas that are    
trying to achieve higher density and offer some affordable 
housing options.”

   At the opposite end of the spectrum, Altius is                   
embarking on its on first spec projects, which will include 
two luxury cottages in Muskoka, on Lake Joseph. Much of 
this decision was driven by the understanding that hiring an 
architect for a custom home is becoming increasingly           
unattainable for a large majority of people. 

   “Altius has always enjoyed working with private              
clients, and I believe we will always work with private clients 
to build their dreams. At the same time, we have to                    
recognize that architecture is one of the last industries to 
offer fully custom services in a world that is increasingly   
off-the-shelf.”

   Mr Smith believes that the vast majority of                                   
developer-built homes are poorly designed, and usually 
badly built. The perfect solution is for architects to step up 
and start producing and selling a better product.

   “In this way, Altius is transitioning from having clients, 
into potentially having customers,” Mr Smith explains. “It’s a 
very different way for us to be thinking, but at the same 
time we’re incredibly capable of delivering products that 
are currently unavailable to consumers.”
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   The original idea was to begin by building a                         
community of tiny homes, a project Altius is still pursuing. In 
the search for suitable properties, however, the two lots on 
Lake Joseph came up and the firm was unable to turn them 
down.

   “We love building cottages, and the opportunity to do 
two projects of our own as an end product, as a service, 
was an opportunity we just had to grab. The first of these 
two cottages will be on the market this spring, the second 
in the fall of 2020. Then we hope to have more offerings in 
2021.”

   The final interesting new project for 2020 is the       
building of the firm’s new office. Altius has decided to move 
after 23 years in Toronto’s Liberty Village, and has                        
purchased a building in Roncesvalles, which it is renovating 
ready for a move in the near future.

   “This change of offices was an interesting choice for 
us. At the end of the day, we determined that it would be 
less expensive for us to own an office than for us to rent 
one. And that’s a disturbing economic indicator in Toronto.”
Rents are currently much higher than owner’s costs in the 
city for office buildings, which is the opposite of the housing 
market, which is seeing renters get much better value for 
money than buyers.

   “[Owning the building] gives us the freedom to use a 

lot of the products and materials that we love as architects, 
as well as to showcase a lot of the technology and design 
strategy that we use in our residential projects. Ultimately, 
the office will become a laboratory for architectural and   
design ideas. That’s been a really exciting development for 
Altius.” 

   With its core business so reliant on the housing sector, 
there is currently an indication that there may be tough 
times ahead for Altius. The firm certainly saw a decrease in 
business after the housing market cooled in 2019.

Changing times

http://isolofoam.com
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   “If people aren’t buying houses,” Mr Smith says, “then 
they’re not renovating or rebuilding houses. Most often it’s 
the purchase of a home that triggers a project. So we         
definitely saw a big slow-down in that respect.”

   Mr Smith reserves his concerns, as he believes the 
market was overheated and that some parts remain so. The 
hope is that 2020 will see the return to a normal market, 
which would be a positive development for consumers and 
the industry as a whole.

   “In general, I like the way the market looks right now. 
We’re seeing trades be more competitive, and more             
available. Same thing with materials and supplies. We’re not 
seeing shortages that we were seeing 3, 4, and 5 years ago. 
I think over the past decade there was a lot of overpricing, 
and I’m happy to see that practice coming to an end.”

   It remains true that the demand for housing is still      
remarkably strong, demonstrated by current high prices, 
which appear unsustainable. Mr Smith’s concern is that 
home and condo buyers are justifying these high prices in 
the belief that prices will continue to increase at the rate 
they have for the last decade, which is unlikely to be the 
case.

   “If I have a fear about the business landscape at the 
moment – I think there is a lot of investment, and particularly 
investment properties, that may start producing low or   
negative yields. Despite record-low mortgage rates, people 
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may start to head to the exit. That could potentially create a 
stampede of selling that we haven’t seen in Canada since 
the late 80s.”

   This outcome would likely be good for homebuyers, 
who have been sitting on the side-lines, but could cause 
problems for some homeowners saddled with large             

mortgages and might create some hard times for the    
broader market.

   “I think in any case Altius is well-positioned in our        
industry. We discovered this in 2009, although we didn’t 
see anything like subprime [mortgages] here, we certainly 
saw a deep recession, and although we’re not diversified in 
what we do, we’re diversified because of what our clients 
do – our clients are coming from all walks of life.”

   In the housing industry in Southern Ontario itself, there 
does appear to be a big problem. In the last couple of           
decades, developers have been running out of land to do 
traditional subdivision developments, moving instead into 
the city core and building upwards.

   “The project in Whitby – mid-rise condominium-type 
housing – I think we’re going to be seeing a lot more of that. 
What’s clear is that efficiency is the keyword for the next 
decade – efficient space, efficient construction, efficient 
function, and energy efficiency.”
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   These needs are being driven mainly by economic 
factors, as well our changing concept of family, our                    
perceptions of luxury and comfort, and ongoing concerns 
about the climate crisis and individual health.

   “The greatest contribution of design that was bought 
to housing in the last quarter of the 20th century was the 
addition of the family room with an eat-in kitchen. This room 
was added to every North American house, while not          
asking the basic question of what the living room and the 
dining room were for.”

   Nowadays, consumers can recognize the folly of this 
addition, but nobody is really sure yet what is needed to 
replace it. Because builders keep building the same old 
things, architects need to rise to the occasion and provide 
solutions through innovation.

   “Municipalities are a barrier to innovation, and Toronto 
is a perfect example of that, with a zoning bylaw that is now 
ten years in the making, [and] is far worse than anything it 
replaced. Municipalities have to be open to innovation, but 
far too often their zoning bylaws favour maintaining the    

status quo.”

   Particularly in the GTA area, due to a huge amount of 
red tape, it is extremely expensive and time-consuming to 
get housing projects off the ground. The ultimate outcome 
of this is skyrocketing prices due to a shortage of housing.
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   “The Whitby project, by the time it actually gets 
through to building permits, will have been more than three 
years in the municipal approvals process. That can’t keep 
happening. If governments want housing to be built, then 
they have to make it easier to get housing built. Right now, 
governments are the obstacle.”

   Mr Smith admits that the number one lesson he’s 
learned over the years is that architecture is a very hard 
business to be in. Years of experimentation and experience 
is usually enough to teach people what they need going 
forward.

   “I think what’s made Altius a really unique firm is that 
we were prepared to go out and break out of a mould. So, 
moving forward, I think what I’ve learned the most is that 
our very traditional industry needs to stop being traditional.”

   Architects are increasingly required to step into the 
role that is usually played by developers, and start                         
delivering the products that consumers actually need, not 
just what developers think they need.

   “In an industry where you’re heavily regulated by       
bylaws, by construction financing – there’s not a lot of room 
to move. I think architects have to step in and bring                      
innovation to an industry that hasn’t changed much in the 
best part of a century.”
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Altius Architecture

   The biggest lesson Mr Smith has learned is that in      
order to succeed, a firm needs to change. By changing as it 
has, Altius is becoming increasingly unique in a field where 
most people are offering the same thing.

   “We’ve got a lot of pent-up frustration around the 

country right now, and governments that have relied on 
people being fairly apathetic to what’s happening. I’m     
starting to see demographics, millennials certainly, who are 
frustrated that the dream of homeownership that they had 

as kids has just been completely dashed.”

   Additionally, the baby boomer generation are not    
acting in the way the market expected. Instead of                     
downsizing, or moving out of homes that their children 
would then move into, they have for the most part stayed 
where they are.

   “I think there’s a really interesting socio-economic 
thing happening in this country now, as well as the advent 
of home-based business and internet communications. I 
think we’re going to start seeing big cities potentially stop 
growing in the way they have been, largely driven by people 
coming for work and large-scale immigration.”

   The result of this is likely to be the resurgence of     
smaller cities, more industrial towns where white-collar       
entrepreneurs are starting to see increased benefits of      
basing operations there. This would also be a game-        
changer for the housing industry.    
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   “Maybe we don’t need to figure out how to cram all these people into Toronto. Maybe we can start re-inventing what 
it is to be in housing that’s not in major city centres. I think we’re at a turning point in our industry, largely driven by the   
unaffordability of the major centres.”

   With a commitment to finding innovative and sustainable solutions to Canada’s housing shortage, Altius continues to 
serve the housing sector well. Find out more about Altius Architecture by visiting https://altius.net
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FORM3 

SUPPORTING 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
SUSTAINABILITY WITH 
INNOVATIVE DESIGN
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Variety of products from 
concept to completion

Form3 Design

Timeless craftsmanship

bensen.com

S
ince joining forces in 1997, Form3 partners Alex         
Feldman and Herb Bentz have led a team of                           

innovators in the fields of industrial design and design 
engineering, and established themselves as the            go-to 
design firm for many Western Canadian companies.

   Alex Feldman and Herb Bentz each have over 35 years 
of experience in industrial design. Mr. Bentz has a Master of 
Industrial Design degree from the Royal College of Art in 
London, England, and is the author of Rationing Earth, a 
book on sustainability. Mr. Feldman, who has an Industrial 
Design degree from Carleton University, has taught at the 
Emily Carr University of Art + Design and is an adjunct       
professor at the UBC Sauder School of Business.                          
Combining a shared passion for the environment,                           
sustainability, and industrial design, they created Form3 
with the aim of designing and producing better products.

   As both Mr. Feldman and Mr. Bentz have diverse          
experience in architecture and industrial design, they have 
been drawn to a wide variety of projects. Over the years 
they’ve gained experience in all aspects of design, from the 
initial spark of an idea to providing their clients with the final 
production files.

   “We do a combination of industrial design and design 
engineering,” Mr. Feldman says, “and we focus on product 
development from concept through to production. Our 
work also includes research to better define a problem that 
needs to be solved.”

   When generating concepts, the company draws from 
a broad range of talent and experience to generate                    
numerous potential solutions, before narrowing down their 
best ideas. Once a design has been developed, successfully 
tested, and validated, all the necessary files are then           
handed to their client.

http://bensen.com
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   “We tend to brainstorm a wide range of solutions, and 
then refine preferred options through design development, 
prototyping, and testing. After validating the prototypes, 
we then proceed to design for manufacturing by                           
completing documentation and 3D files used for                              
production.”

   With over two decades of experience, Form3 is able 
to provide their services to companies of all sizes. 

   “We work with established companies looking to      
outsource or augment their in-house design development,” 
says Mr. Bentz, “and we also work with entrepreneurs and 
start-up companies looking to commercialize their ideas.”

   With a reputation for outstanding design work and 
dedicated service, the organization has grown steadily over 
the years. These days, the majority of their work is procured 
from repeat custom and word of mouth.

   “Most of our work comes in through referrals,                      
recurring work, and web searches.” Mr. Feldman explains, 
adding, “We’ve grown organically by concentrating on the 
local market.”

   It is not unusual for the initial scope of a given project 
allocated to Form3 to expand from design services to other 
related areas.

Design for the long term

Form3 Design
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   “A lot of support work is required; assistance with 
product strategy, virtual analysis, testing, supplier sourcing, 
and packaging are often required by the same clients that 
get us involved in the original design efforts they had in 

mind, so the scope can often evolve.” says Mr. Feldman.

   Their extensive project experience has allowed the 
firm to expand their network of production suppliers in       
order to assist with the growth and changing needs of their 
clients.

   “Over the years we’ve built up a large network,                 
including relationships with suppliers having specialized 
production capabilities.” Mr. Feldman notes, continuing, 
“This allows us to help our clients transition into                                 
manufacturing with suitable vendors, and to transition over 
time from low to high volume production.”

   As expected from an innovative company, Form3 is 
always seeking to not only meet their clients’ needs, but to 
improve the quality of their products. Part of this includes 
producing multiple prototypes until each detail is perfected.

   “We do a lot of prototyping. We have an in-house 3D        

printer, and we have significant experience with many types 
of physical modelling and rapid prototyping methods. We’ve 
procured varying quantities of custom components for 

marketing validation and performance testing.” Mr. Feldman 
says, “often we’ll assemble and test prototype components 
within our workshop, which in turn helps us to best evaluate 
the designs.”

   Form3’s careful integration of talent and creativity 
within the company’s team, along with fostering a strong                       
collaborative approach, has allowed the firm to solve             

complex problems on a wide range of projects.

Creativity through collaboration

Form3 Design

http://www.johnsenarcher.ca
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   “Our team has grown to over a dozen industrial             

designers and design engineers, which means we can         
provide flexible bandwidth, and integrate quickly into a 
company’s development schedule,” says Mr. Bentz. “We     
offer a rich blend of creative talent, technical skills, and 
knowledge. Companies are looking for fresh ideas, but they 
also need to work with an experienced design group with a 
grounded approach. We can provide innovative solutions 
while respecting constraints. After years of experience       
developing products which get to market, we’ve acquired a 
better understanding of how to resolve ideas and make 
them feasible as manufactured products.”

   This approach has helped to strengthen their client 
relationships, while also boosting the design team’s morale 
as they witness their projects make it to market.

   With a broad range of skills, interests, and talents, 
Form3’s work focuses on technology products and high 
performance sports, although projects also include medical 
devices and custom architectural components. 

   Mr. Feldman elaborates on a particular project they 
have with a sustainable development company: “In the       
agritech space, we are working closely with a local                    
company, Ecoation.

Wide-ranging skillset

Form3 Design
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   They’ve developed an AI technology to produce clean 
food by reducing crop loss, as well as the need for pesticide 
use.” he says, adding, “we designed the enclosures for their 
product to enable environmental and plant feedback         
sensing, machine vision, and processing functions, as well 
as the mounting solution that attaches to devices used    
within greenhouses.”

   Our company is constantly gaining new experience, 
as Mr. Bentz explains, “We’ve been involved with several 
startup companies to help develop lithium-ion batteries for 
transportation and marine applications. We’ve gained a lot 
of experience dealing with very demanding requirements 
for technology products. We’ve helped solve some difficult 
problems related to safety, heat buildup, limited space, and 
waterproofing requirements. This has provided us with skills 
that have been very useful for other technology projects.”

   Vancouver is quickly becoming a hotspot for                   
technology and outdoor recreation industries. There are 
many top universities and colleges in the area, producing 
the next generation of scientists, designers, and                                   
entrepreneurs are likely to join and enhance existing             
companies, or form their own. The attraction to Vancouver 
can only benefit Form3, as the city provides all the creative 
opportunities any prospective new team member could 

Emerging innovation hotspot

Form3 Design
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want. As Mr. Bentz states, “Work/life balance is important 
to people, and Vancouver offers an exciting environment 
for designers to join a firm involved with leading companies 
in technology and sports sectors, while enjoying the rich 
outdoor activities on the West Coast.”

   According to Mr. Bentz, there’s a significant                             
opportunity for growth in the area of clean technology, such 
as renewable energy, energy storage, and energy-efficient 
lighting, “We have decided to focus more on clean tech and 
outdoor sports in the coming years.” Mr. Bentz adds, “Clean 
tech relates to our overarching concern for the environment 
and our passion for outdoor sports leads to an interest in                                

developing high quality sports products.” Mr. Feldman adds, 
“It’s an area we are naturally drawn to – we ride to work, we 
ride in the mountains, we ski in the back country and we 
kayak in the ocean –  we feel well designed solutions that 
encourage outdoor activities and lessen environmental      
impacts should also be the focus of our company. These 
products can reduce dependence on motorized transport 
and passive entertainment, both of which tend to be                 
resource intensive. Also, products that are better designed 
tend to be used longer.”  

Find out more about Form3 by visiting www.form3.com

Future design opportunities
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Form3 Design
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THE SMALL-CAP MEDICAL COMPANY 
DISRUPTING AORTIC HEART VALVE TECHNOLOGY 

ADMEDUS (ASX:AHZ)
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Admedus (ASX:AHZ)

S
ince taking the helm of Admedus Ltd. in 2017, CEO, 
Wayne Paterson has steered the ASX small-cap       
company into a real contender for disrupting the     

global transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR)       
market. Its innovative ADAPT® technology not only slashes 
surgical and recovery time but also enhances valve                   
longevity and durability, which are critical issues currently 
plaguing the cardiac surgery industry. 

   The Canadian Business Quarterly speaks with                    
Paterson about how refining the mission of Admedus has 
been the driving force in its bright future. He also reveals 
how he intends to leverage his executive experience in 
healthcare to help Admedus make its mark on the                       
multibillion-dollar heart health industry.

   Focusing all its recent energy on producing a                     
single-piece 3D aortic valve using improved tissue   science 
and unique valve design, the structural heart company is 
now poised to transform cardiovascular medicine with its 
ADAPT® technology platform. As the only technology of its 
kind in the industry, ADAPT® helps physicians offer 
life-changing procedures for a broader spectrum of                  
patients, ranging from infants to the elderly. 

Shaking up the TAVR industry
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   Paterson explains that the mainstream procedure for 
aortic valve replacement can stretch across 2-4 hours as 
surgeons crack open the chest, stop the heart and change 
the stenotic valve. The ADAPT® technology when used as a 
TAVR device reduces surgery time to just 45 minutes and 
uses a non-invasive procedure to implant the valve through 
the femoral artery. Hospital stays are reduced from three 
weeks to as little as two days. 

   Calcium building up around the replacement aortic 
valve presents another major challenge. According to            
Paterson, “Over time, an ordinary valve will calcify because 
it is foreign material going into the body. It degrades, and 
you are then back in a position where another valve                    
replacement must be done. Therein lies the challenge but 
also the opportunity for Admedus.” While he notes that the 
problem has largely gone unaddressed, he believes                   
Admedus offers a viable solution. Based on 10 years of     
clinical data, the ADAPT® material does not calcify nor        
degrade. There is also significantly less risk of graft failure 
or infections with the non-invasive procedure. 

   Valve durability and longevity have become critically 
important as an aging global population faces longer life 
expectancies. The ADAPT® tissue science delivers a          
stronger, more durable alternative to the current three-        
tissue valves sewn together on a frame. “Our valve design is 
single piece, 3D moulded, which much more closely mirrors 
the anatomy of the native aortic valve,” Paterson explains. 
The ADAPT® treated tissue is made from DNA-stripped   
bovine collagen. Since it is acellular, there is improved tissue 
growth and immune tolerance, making it more durable,    
versatile and safer.

Admedus (ASX:AHZ)
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“When you combine the tissue science of ADAPT® with its 
anti-calcification properties and the single-piece design of our 
valve, you create a more durable valve. Our data shows 40 
percent less wear and tear than the conventional valves,”        
Paterson adds. “Based on the current requirements of the 
market that these valves need to last longer, we are right in 
the middle of what is a perfect storm with the right                            
technology.” 

   A publicly listed medical company on the Australian 
Stock Exchange (ASX) since 2004, Admedus has undergone 
an extensive business renovation in recent years. After taking 
on the board chairman position in 2016, Paterson saw the 
company’s potential being diluted by its diverse focus on       
infusion treatments, immunotherapies (drug development) 
and cardiac technologies. “The company has had a bumpy 
past which is reflected in the share price. It certainly had a 
choppy history as you often see with these small-cap                
companies on the ASX,” explains Paterson, who    believes the 
different focuses caused the company to swing around in    
circles trying to accomplish a multitude of things whilst             
diluting capital across too many “blue sky” projects such as 
Immunotherapies. “Frankly, Admedus didn’t have a great 
sense of self or what business it wanted to pursue”

When he transitioned into the CEO position the following 
year, his first objective was to “divest the peripheral                          
businesses to make sure the company could focus the capital 
that was being raised through cap raises and shareholders. It 
was not necessarily being used efficiently across the three 
different divisions,” he says. 

A refined focus drives momentum 

Admedus (ASX:AHZ)
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   Betting its future on its proprietary ADAPT®                             
technology, Admedus has spent the past year divesting all 
other business interests. By further refining its mission to bring 
ADAPT® exclusively into the TAVR space, Admedus has           
recently completed a $35 million transaction to focus on          
engineering its superior single-piece 3D aortic valve. “Our 
company has technology that is, in fact, very well positioned 
to disrupt that particular market,” says Paterson, who                      
estimates the global worth of the TAVR market at “around $5 
billion to $8 billion with just a couple of big players. So, we’ve 
had the focus on really bringing that technology forward. The 
ADAPT® technology is quite unique and creates an                              
unassailable moat around the company.” 

   Paterson is especially excited about the company’s        
decade-long data proving that its material does not calcify. 
“It’s very well published, and has more data than any other 
company out there,” he notes. “Clinical data is the most             
relevant thing to success when you are in a competitive space. 
I thought, ‘If we’ve got data right now that nobody else has, 
then what else have we got, what else can we do?’ That’s what 
led us to the TAVR space and now puts us beautifully in the 
middle of what is a very big opportunity.”

   Much of his ability to spot this opportunity is due to      
Paterson’s 25-year career in healthcare, which spans                      
leadership positions at Roche Pharmaceuticals, Merck and   
Cepheid. His ever-increasing responsibilities in building and 
managing multibillion-dollar businesses moved him around 

Industry experience advances 
global commercialization 
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the world, giving him valuable exposure to global                              
operations, international commercialization and                                  
government regulatory policies.

Paterson credits this unique experience, along with many 
lessons learned, as an asset in driving Admedus forward in 
its mission to commercialize globally. A native Australian, 
Paterson has earned a world-class business education at 
prestigious universities in Australia, Switzerland, France, 
Hong Kong and the U.S. His work in China, South Korea,   
Japan, Canada, Australia and Europe introduced him to 
many therapeutic areas, including oncology, infectious      
diseases and cardiovascular medicine, while launching 36 
drugs internationally. 

Paterson also recognises that his experience in C-suite         
environments taught him how to operate within a large    

corporate setting. “At Admedus, we look to do deals with 
the large corporates in the medtech space. It’s important 
that you know how to walk the walk and talk the talk with 
those big corporates if you are trying to get a deal done as 
a small company,” he says. 

When it comes to the most important business lessons 
learned, Paterson cites cultural agility as being critical to the 
leadership perspective. Successful deals, he believes, are 
dependent on being able to rally people to a common         
objective in a way that makes sense to them. Failure              
happens when expat managers judge the local cultures for 
doing something differently. 

The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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   “That history of how to drive an organization forward 
and rally people around a common cause has helped a lot 
with getting Admedus to where it is today,” Paterson               
explains. “This background puts us in a good position for 
getting deals made, for being able to articulate our                       
opportunities to those big companies in helping them            
understand how we will help their business grow globally as 

well.” 

   Moving forward, Admedus is focusing on investing in         
world-class partnerships and acquiring strategic assets to 
develop its next-gen technologies. Along with attending top 
international cardiac conferences, the company has formed 
a medical advisory board of TAVR doctors who inform        
decisions and advocate for the ADAPT® technology. 

   Paterson says having its headquarters situated in     
Minneapolis, Minnesota, the global hub for medical devices, 
gives Admedus access to the biggest companies and    
brightest medical engineers in the industry. “The                              
Minneapolis area is the global headquarters level where     
decisions are made on deals, so it’s most important we are 
here. Admedus is in the development phase, and we have 
so much talent sitting right here on our doorstep. That helps 
us drive our projects forward quickly and efficiently”. 

Maximizing opportunities 
in the global space

The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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   When discussing opportunities for investors, Paterson 
stresses that “what we have is actually novel and unique. 
There is only one ADAPT® process. It’s clinically relevant, 
and it’s very highly published. It also has the support of a lot 
of clinically relevant people, academics, scientists and       
doctors. It is primed to get in the middle of this                                     
multibillion-dollar space due to the novelty and the clinical 
benefits that this technology brings. There’s a ways to go, 
but it really does have the ability to disrupt this very large 

market space.”

   Find out more about Admedus (ASX:AHZ) by               
visiting www.admedus.com

The Canadian Business Quarterly - www.TheCBQ.ca
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MAKING INSURANCE SIMPLE, 
ACCESSIBLE, AND AFFORDABLE 

FOR CANADIANS
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Making Insurance Simple

T
The Canadian Association of Financial Institutions in   
Insurance (CAFII) is a not-for-profit industry                            
Association dedicated to the development of an open 
and flexible insurance marketplace in Canada. CAFII 

members – which include the insurance arms of Canada’s 
major financial institutions and the country’s major life and 
health insurance companies -- believe that consumers are 
best served when they have easy access to insurance, 
meaningful choice in coverage options, and competitive 
pricing. 

   Consumers benefit from having access to a wide         
array of insurance coverage options and sales channels in 
Canada, but many are not familiar with them or how they 
work. That’s why CAFII conducts consumer research and 
has its own consumer-friendly website www.cafii.com  - so 
that our Association can better understand the insurance 
needs and preferences of Canadians, share straightforward 
information about the various insurance options that our 
members offer, and help educate consumers about the 
choices available to them. 

   We believe that better-informed consumers are more 
aware of the full range of insurance products and services 
available to them, and can better understand how to match 
coverage options to their personal circumstances.

   CAFII members offer a variety of insurance products 
including travel, life, health, property and casualty, and   
credit protection insurance (CPI). They provide these 
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products through client contact centres, consumer-friendly 
websites and apps, direct mail, agents and brokers, and 
travel agents.

   CPI, also known as creditor’s group insurance, is used 
to pay off a mortgage or loan balance or to make/postpone 
debt payments on the insured’s behalf in the event of death, 
disability, job loss or critical illness. It can be obtained for a 
variety of debt obligations, including mortgages, consumer 
loans, lines of credit and credit cards. 

   This type of insurance has multiple benefits.                           
For example:

   First, if an insured person is unable to make debt        
repayments due to reasons such as death, disability, critical 
illness or job loss, CPI ensures that the debt is paid out to 
the maximum limit of the policy (in the case of death and 
critical illness) or that the loan payment is made or                    
postponed on their behalf (in the case of disability or job 
loss). This will ensure the loan remains in good standing and 
will help protect the insured person’s credit rating. 

   Second, the group policy structure of CPI allows more 
Canadians to be insured at economical standard rates, and 
almost all applicants are accepted. 

   Third, CPI is easy to obtain. With well-trained and      
supervised salaried staff at banks and credit unions,                 
Canadians have coast-to-coast access to simple, optional 
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insurance coverage on a 24/7 basis through more than 
8,000 branches, telephone contact centres, and online.

   Fourth, CPI is offered in exactly the amount of debt 
being taken on; and, as an optional benefit offered along-

side a loan or mortgage product, it is inherently timely and 
convenient.

   And fifth, CPI provides some forms of protection that 
are not readily available elsewhere, such as job loss                        
insurance.

   CPI coverage is typically secured through the financial 
institution providing the consumer’s mortgage, loan or   
credit card.

   According to independent research conducted by 
Pollara Strategic Insights in late 2018, the experience of     
Canadians with CPI on their mortgages and home equity 
lines of credit (HELOCs) is positive, with 87% saying it is a 
convenient way to protect themselves and/or their families 
against major financial setbacks arising from death,                   
disability, critical illness, or job loss. 

   Furthermore, 71% said that without CPI, they do not 
know how they and/or their family would be able to              
manage should an unexpected life occurrence negatively 
impact them financially – for example, not being able to 
work and earn a regular income. And 70% said CPI is an    
affordable insurance option. 
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   Canadians with CPI coverage also expressed                     
confidence in the CPI claims process, and indicated that 
their expectations for claims payouts were being met or    
exceeded. For example, 89% of survivors/next-of-kin who 
made a CPI life insurance claim reported that it was paid. 
(The 89% level of CPI life insurance claims payouts reported 
by the survivors/next-of-kin of CPI insureds in the survey is 
close to the level found in aggregated self-reported data 
from CAFII members, which shows that 94% of CPI life         
insurance claims were paid in the 2018 fiscal year.)

   Travel insurance is designed to protect consumers 
and their families from a variety of unexpected expenses 
related to travel outside of their home province. It is usually 
available in two varieties: travel medical insurance; and trip 
cancellation/interruption and baggage loss insurance. 

   Travel medical insurance covers emergency medical 
care expenses should someone suddenly and unexpectedly 
get sick, or if they have an accident while outside of                
Canada. Provincial health plans cover only a fraction of any 
health care expenses incurred outside of Canada (Ontario 
now covers almost nothing), and they limit coverage when 
travelling to another province. Should a covered person get 
sick or injured during his or her trip, travel medical insurance 
may cover all or most of their medical expenses up to a    
predetermined limit.

   This coverage can help protect consumers against the 
high cost of healthcare in the event of a medical emergency 
when travelling internationally.
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   For example, medical expenses, including medical 
evacuation, can be much higher in other countries than they 
are in Canada where Canadians are likely covered by their 
provincial health care plan. For example, according to the 
U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medical Services, fixing a          
broken leg can cost up to $7,500; the average cost of a 
three-day hospital stay is approximately $30,000; and   
comprehensive cancer care can cost hundreds of thousands 
of dollars in the United States – much, much higher than the 
amount a provincial health plan covers for medical                        
expenses incurred outside Canada. In addition, the cost of 
emergency medical evacuation from a foreign country can 
be $25,000 or more. Most people would face financial ruin 
if required to pay medical bills of that magnitude.

   Trip cancellation insurance will reimburse consumers 
for the amount of pre-paid, non-refundable travel expenses 
(e.g. airline, cruise, train, hotel, etc.) that they have insured, 
should they cancel their trip before departure for an                 
unforeseen covered reason. These reasons include the        
unexpected illness or injury of the insured and/or a traveling 
companion that deems them unfit to travel, by order of a 
licensed physician; the hospitalization or death of a family 
member;  circumstances beyond one’s control that results 
in the cancellation of the public transportation they have 
paid for to get to their destination; unforeseen natural            
disasters at home or the destination; and/or a legal                     
obligation, such as being called for jury duty or to appear as 
a witness in court.
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   Trip interruption insurance is similar to cancellation 
coverage, but covers Canadians while they are on a trip 
for a list of covered reasons. For example, if a covered 
reason requires an insured person to return home, trip 
interruption insurance will reimburse them for the lost 
portion of their trip, as well as any additional expenses 
for a last-minute flight home.

   According to independent research by Pollara    
conducted in early 2018, the experience of Canadians 
who have purchased travel medical insurance is very 
positive, with more than 8 in 10 satisfied with the                
coverage and the value it provides. Furthermore, 98% of 
people who had made travel medical insurance claims 
within the previous year said they were fully or partially 

paid, with only 2% of claims being denied. In addition, 
91% of claimants said they were satisfied with their claim 
experience from initial contact to final outcome.

   The survey results also revealed that Canadians 
believe that they have a reasonable understanding of 

the terms and limitations of their travel medical                         
insurance, their amount of coverage, and who to               
contact in the event of an emergency. For example, at 
the time of purchasing their travel medical insurance, 
buyers said they were satisfied that they knew the           
policy terms, with 89% saying their knowledge was at 
least reasonable. 
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   The Pollara research reports on travel medical                   
insurance and credit protection insurance are available on 
the CAFII website. The website also contains videos, real-life 
examples, explanations and FAQs about more than a dozen 
types of insurance including mortgage default insurance 
and life insurance, as well as a wide range of CPI products 
including mortgage life insurance, mortgage disability           
insurance, critical illness insurance, job loss insurance, and 
payment protection insurance.

   While we are pleased with CAFII’s progress to date in 
helping our members make insurance more simple,                       
accessible, and affordable for Canadians, we know there is 
still more work to be done. So as we move forward towards 
our Association’s 25th anniversary in 2022, we will continue 
to advocate for an open and flexible insurance marketplace 
in Canada, and provide consumers with the information 
they need to make informed choices. 

Keith Martin and Brendan Wycks are Co-Executive 
Directors of the Canadian Association of Financial         
Institutions in Insurance (CAFII), www.cafii.com
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THE BACKBONE OF THE ECONOMY
HUMAN CAPITAL
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Human Capital

Y
ou have met Linda or someone like her. Linda has 
taken up a part-time job at the local retail store to 
supplement her small pension. She was having      

second thoughts. While she enjoyed the work and             
helping people, she also wondered if working part-time 
might affect her pension and whether she was paying 
more taxes than necessary.

   She was seriously thinking about quitting. That 
would also mean that Joe, the owner of the hardware 
store, would have to recruit another salesperson at a time 
when getting help is particularly difficult.

   Ahmed is in a different situation, in his mid-thirties, 
he has a great job in the federal government. He loves 

being challenged. The only thing is that Ahmed is             
bringing his work home with him at night—every night. He 
never turns off his device. His manager loves it. What’s 
not to love? She can count on Ahmed being available 
24/7. Unfortunately, his family is not so happy with this 
arrangement and Ahmed himself is showing signs of 

stress and burnout.

   It is because of people like Linda, Joe, Ahmed and 
others like them that the Chartered Professionals in            
Human Resources (CPHR) Canada embarked on a              
six-month-long reflection on key issues facing workers 
and employers.
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   Our analysis focused on four key issues that we             
believe require attention and action. We focused on                
psychological health and safety in the workplace and issues 
relating to diversity and inclusion. We also addressed labour 
market flexibility and labour scarcity.

   According to the Mental Health Commission of           
Canada, mental health problems and illnesses cost the       
Canadian economy more than $50 billion per year in 2016. 
The benefits of formal mental health approaches in the 
workplace are well known. They cover employee                                
engagement and creativity, financial performance, the      
ability to innovate and even the reduction of costs and risks 
associated with conflicts, absenteeism or employee               
turnover. So why are we not doing better?

   Mental health is a complex issue but governments, 
employers and human resource professionals must act      
collectively to ensure workplaces are psychologically safe 
and healthy.

   This includes allocating resources to proactively          
address harassment and incivility in the workplace; giving 
workers the right to turn off their devices when not required 
and introducing workplace programs to help employees 
deal with financial stress.
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   Canada is a global leader with the introduction of a 
national standard for psychological health and safety in the 
workplace. We urge that the standard be implemented 
throughout organizations of all sizes.

   Turning to Joe’s challenge of filling Susan’s job, CPHR 
Canada found that too many organizations—big or small, 
have not seen diversity and inclusion as an opportunity to 
fill jobs in this time of worker and skills shortages. Simply 
put, organizations are missing out on its potential benefits. 
Women, persons with disabilities, Indigenous Canadians 
and visible minorities are underutilized in the labour force. 
The wage and parity gap must be closed and, according to 
Statistics Canada, a large part of the wage gap remains     
unexplained and may be attributed to gender bias. The     
unemployment rate among Aboriginal groups remains   

higher than in non-Aboriginal populations. The rapidly 
growing Aboriginal population across the country and in   
urban centres, means that initiatives to include Indigenous 
people in the labour market must be developed.

   At CPHR Canada, we believe governments must 
strengthen initiatives such as professional training to            
support people marginalized from the workforce to find 
skilled jobs. 

   A lot is being said about the impact of economic and 
technological changes on work. This shift combined with 
growing social awareness and desire for work-life balance 
have led some employers to provide more flexibility in the
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traditional workplace such as allowing for non-standard 
schedules, remote work and performance-based wages. 
We know that job flexibility can have a positive impact on 
organizations by boosting productivity and employee          
satisfaction. 

   The flip side for us is that this trend does not                    
eventually lead to job casualization—a tendency for paid 
work to appear increasingly characterized by uncertainty, 
low income as well as limited access to benefits and rights 
granted by the law. The line between standard and non-   
standard jobs is blurring. As an example, in 2018, there were 
nearly two million self-employed workers without pension 
and traditional benefits in Canada. In addition, non-                
standard work is often associated with precarious jobs due 
to the insecure nature of the activity and income and             
becoming less proficient over time.

   Closely related to this issue is the rise of digital work 
and the development of the platform economy, linked             
to the gig economy—all issues that deserve better                        
understanding.

   The good news is that the federal government is aware 
of the problem. Last year, it set up an expert panel on       
modern federal labour standards tasked with the job to 
make recommendations on labour standard protections for 
non-standard workers. We will be watching the                                    
government’s next steps with interest.
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   We are keenly aware that skills shortages are                    
negatively affecting organizations of all sizes. The problem 
is even more acute in regions outside large urban centres. 
According to the Canadian Federation of Independent    
Business, the job vacancy rate is between 2.4 and 2.5 per 
cent for companies with more than 100 employees and     
between 2.7 and 3.5 per cent for companies with 20 to 99 
employees. The smallest employers, companies with fewer 
than 20 employees, have a vacancy rate between 4.7 and 
5.4 per cent.  

   As a result, some companies are unable to meet         
current demand. Some are postponing their expansion 
plans. Quality is suffering and competitiveness is declining. 
We fear the problem will only deepen over the next decade 
with fewer people available for work. Human capital is a 
cornerstone of the economy and there is an urgent need to 
strengthen solutions to counter labour scarcity.

   Immigration is part of a solution but will not on its own 
solve the problem. In 2016, the Advisory Council on                 
Economic Growth recommended accepting 450,000      
newcomers to Canada as of 2021. In 2018–2019, 313,600   
immigrants were admitted to Canada. That number would 
have to increase 30 per cent to meet the Council’s                        
recommendation.

   We believe the federal government can and should 
improve the immigration system with a more strategic link 
between the needs of organizations and the skills of
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newcomers. Canada’s capacity to attract the best talent 
also depends on the efficiency of the immigration system. 
Complex processes could discourage the best candidates 
from choosing to live in Canada.

   Offering a path toward permanent residency for         
foreign students is a sustainable strategy. While not all        

foreign students come to Canada to stay, the fact remains 
this group is composed of ideal candidates—educated in 
Canada, they speak the language and they have forged ties. 
These are key conditions for success.

   Finally, extending the working life of skilled workers 
over 55 years of age must be made a part of the solution. 

We need to make sure that recently introduced measures, 
such as exempting gains from the Guaranteed Income     
Supplement, are achieving the objective set out to retain 
skilled workers. We also strongly believe a culture of              
continuous training and skills development should be a 
standard in today’s economy.   

   When I think back to the challenges facing Linda, Joe, 
Ahmed and his family, I am reminded that issues we see as 
having national economic importance also have a direct 
bearing on the lives of individual Canadians. Simply put, 
steps to address the issues we are raising can improve        
Canadians’ financial, physical and emotional well-being.

   From this perspective, five overarching  recommenda-

tions should be addressed as a priority. 
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   They are:

   1. That government bodies have the resources 
necessary to analyze emerging labour market                                            
developments, particularly regarding the precarity of 
work, gig work and diversity and inclusion.

   2. That employers, with a focus on SMEs in                 
particular, be provided with resources to enable them 
to create a workplace that is free of harassment,                                           
stigmatization and limits the psychosocial risks as well 
as providing training in diversity and inclusion policies

   3. Ensure the tax and social security system           
supports older workers.

   4. Ensure the immigration system reflects the 
emerging needs of the labour market and reduce            
delays associated with the Temporary Foreign Workers 
Program.

   5 .  Engage with provincial and territorial                              
governments as well as with employers (particularly 
SMEs), professional organizations, academia and labour 
unions to address the changing nature of the workplace 
with specific consideration to its impact on the labour 
market and its risks in terms of job security.
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   While we do not claim to have all the answers, we hope 
the paper to be published this Spring will spark a dialogue for 
progress. We know that policy makers, academia, employers, 
labour unions and human resource professionals need to work 
together to ensure Canadians are prepared for and are       
adapting to a changing workplace requiring new skills and 
facing fundamental shifts inmarkets and technologies.  

   We all have          
important roles to 
play and I would like 
to hear from you as 
the dialogue grows. 

Anthony Ariganello 
is the CEO of 
Chartered 
Professionals in 
Human Resources 
(CPHR). To learn 
more about these 
issues or for a copy 
of the paper 
Human Capital: four 
priorities for 
sustainable economic 
performance in 
Canada, please visit 
cphrcanada.ca

http://cphrcanada.ca
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hen we build infrastructure, it’s imbued with meaning 
beyond concrete and steel, fibre optic cable and        
asphalt. It’s a declaration of our values and our               

aspirations to improve our quality of life, boost the                    
economy and create jobs, increase our productivity and   
enhance our global competitiveness.

   But what we choose to build and how we build is not 
static. Increasingly, we understand infrastructure needs to 
cater to the changing needs of generations, as well as            
anticipate the technological leaps to come.

   There is also growing acceptance that we need to 
build sustainably in a world increasingly dealing with          
dwindling resources and the impacts of a warming planet. 
This means thinking green when we choose building              
materials, reimaging brownfield sites to avoid disrupting a 
new natural environment and selecting more energy                
efficient designs and technology.

   And we’re also thinking more holistically about how 
we build. Communities are working together to ensure, for 
example, transit projects address interconnections that     
enable individuals to take a subway, then seamlessly          
transfer at a multi-modal transit hub to a rapid transit bus to 

reach their destination.

   Since the late 1990s, communities across Canada have 
been working hard to replace centuries-old schools and 
hospitals, build new highways and water and wastewater 

W
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management systems, and to strengthen and diversify their 
electricity grids. Now, several of our biggest cities are            
engaged in multi-stage expansions of transit systems.

   Underpinning much of this growth has been the use 
of public-private partnerships or P3s. The model, which 
brings the innovation and rigour of private sector practices 
to government procurement, was created to break the        
cycle of public infrastructure projects encountering cost 
overruns and delays.

   Fundamental to P3s is the sharing of project risks and 
responsibilities between the public and private sectors 
based on their area of expertise under a fixed price contract 
with penalties applied if and when agreed upon terms and 

conditions are not met. The private sector is strongly             
motivated to deliver projects on time and on budget.

   In Canada, we currently have 286 P3 projects in           
operation or under construction, valued at more than $139.4 
billion. Independent studies have found public-private     
partnerships are not a magic bullet. But when used for the 
right projects, the results have been impressive, saving    
governments in Canada more than $27 billion over the years 
while consistently outperforming traditionally procured 
projects in meeting contractual obligations.

   The growth in new projects has been impressive. Like 
most countries, however, we are still confronting a                         
significant infrastructure gap, which the federal Advisory 

Buoyant Infrastructure
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Council on Economic Growth estimated in 2016 varies from 

$150 billion to as high as $1 trillion. In Indigenous                              

communities alone, independent research has found the 

gap is estimated at $25 billion to $30 billion with needs that 

are especially acute when it comes to water and                           

wastewater infrastructure, housing, schooling and                 

broadband interconnectivity.

   We’re not alone. All countries are struggling to meet 

similar — and often much larger — gaps. In fact, according 

to the Global Infrastructure Hub, there will be an estimated 

$94 trillion in global infrastructure investment needed by 

2040.

   As we approach the 30-year mark for the use of P3s 

in Canada, the infrastructure industry is in the midst of a 

significant building boom. The federal government is       

working to deliver its more than $180-billion Investing in 

Canada plan, several provinces have released their largest 

capital budgets ever and more governments from coast to 

coast to coast are choosing to use the P3 model.

   However, with success also come challenges. In          

confronting these obstacles, how do we continue to evolve 

our practices to deliver the best outcomes for Canadians, 

while finding new ways to stretch taxpayer dollars further?

Buoyant Infrastructure
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   The ability to find enough highly skilled workers to                    
successfully deliver projects on time and on budget is a 
growing concern for the sector – and for government. 
There are two important components to this issue.

   We have an aging workforce and fewer young people 
pursuing careers in skilled trades. Nationally, BuildForce, 
which provides construction labour market information to 
industry, estimated in January 2020 that 22 per cent 
(257,100) of today’s construction workers will retire over 
the next decade. In Ontario, the organization estimated     
industry will need to hire, train, and retain almost 100,000 
additional workers to keep pace with expected demand 
and to replace the 86,300 workers expected to retire by 
2030.

   In 2019, the federal government created an advisory 
committee to find ways to promote apprenticeships and 
careers in the skilled trades and is investing $40 million in 
Skills Canada. Several provinces have also increased           
funding to boost enrolments but our schools and                            
apprenticeship programs are still struggling to meet the 
demand.

   We have a number of significant megaprojects under 
construction and in the pipeline, which is stretching the     
capacity of industry to respond. Right now, major transit 

Buoyant Infrastructure
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projects are underway or planned in Vancouver, Calgary, 
Edmonton, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Québec City. 
There are also substantive energy projects like Site C in 
British Columbia, the nuclear refurbishments of Bruce       
Power and Darlington in Ontario, not to mention the        
Gordie Howe International Bridge and the navy’s upcoming 
Canadian Surface Combatant ship building program.

   In many cases, these projects are competing for the 
same workers – welders, pipefitters, project managers, 
schedulers, ironworkers, architects and engineers. They’re 
also competing with the labour demands of the housing 
market, as well as other critical infrastructure projects in 
provinces, territories and municipalities across the country.

   Given the importance of infrastructure and the             
significant investment it demands, it’s perhaps more               
important than ever that we don’t become  complacent or 
rigid in our thinking. Not when so much is riding on us   
building the best infrastructure we can for Canadians. We 
need more innovation, not less.

   Companies are embracing these challenges in a          
variety of ways. Some are using data, connected technologies 
and state-of-the-art computer modelling to ensure they 
take the future impacts of climate change into account, 
while others are embracing technological advancements 

The Need for Innovation
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such as workers wearing mechanized exoskeletons to      
minimize strain on their bodies and increase their output. 
There are even entire communities being built in other 
countries using 3D printers!

   Innovation can also come from the processes we use 
to procure our infrastructure. We need to explore how we 
can use some of the best practices from public-private 
partnership agreements to help governments improve their 

procurement processes to successfully bring projects to 
market. 

   For example, as a first step, governments need to     
determine what the best procurement approach is to           
deliver their project. This requires governments to weigh 
how a project is built and the long-term costs of operating 
and maintaining it — not just focus on the initial price tag of 
building the bridge, road or hospital. This type of rigorous 
life-cycle thinking should be applied to all major public       
infrastructure projects, no matter what procurement model 
is used. 

   Another innovative feature of P3s is that the model 

requires governments to focus their attention on the            
outcomes they want to achieve (a state-of-the-art hospital 
that serves the community for 50+ years) while challenging 
the private sector to use their creativity and experience to 
put forward their best solutions in a competitive process.

Buoyant Infrastructure
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   This means a team bidding for a project can                        
recommend using more energy-efficient materials that may 
cost more upfront but lead to significant savings for                 
decades to come in operations and maintenance, freeing up 

more money for hiring more doctors and physiotherapists. This 
approach encourages governments to take a whole life      
cycle approach to what they build, rather than just focus on 
the upfront capital costs.

   And with a longer-term design-build-finance-                  
operate-and-maintain agreement or DMFOM, companies 
are incentivized to find innovations upfront and to keep the 
infrastructure project in top form as contracts mandate for 
when it’s returned to the owner. If it’s not returned in agreed 
upon condition, penalties apply.

   Governments are also embracing innovation. Last 
year, Ontario announced it was open to receiving                            
unsolicited proposals. If companies see a need and have a 
solution, they can submit their idea. While new in Canada, 
this approach is more common in other countries and        
provides a framework for governments to consider                      
infrastructure projects outside what they have planned. 
And if they decide to move forward, there is an open and 
transparent procurement process. 

   Innovation is also at the heart of new ways to finance 
projects. Transit oriented development or land value            
capture to help fund transit projects is one such approach. 
Ontario, which is also leading in this area, is building the
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Mimico and Woodbine GO stations completely from private 
funding — rather than taxpayers. This helps ensure                    
governments and citizens share in the benefit from the       
increased property values and local economic spinoffs      
created by their public infrastructure investment such as 
subway and LRT stations.

   It is truly an exciting – and challenging time for the 
world of infrastructure. What we are building today will be 
transformational for our communities and for Canada as a 
whole. Although many of the challenges seem daunting, 
there are solutions out there that we can consider and adapt 
for our unique needs.

  As Canadians, we 
need to encourage our                               
governments and companies 
to be bolder. To keep a 
watchful eye on the bottom 
line — Can we afford to 
build? — while also pondering 
the equally important   
question: Can we afford not 
to build?

Mark Romoff is the                 
President & CEO of The      
Canadian Council for          
Public-Private Partnerships, 
www.pppcouncil.ca
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O
ver the last decade, we have witnessed the                                 

remarkable transformation of Canadian society. With 

these changes comes a landscape of uncertainty        

unlike anything we have ever seen. Understanding what is 

happening in the areas discussed below must be part of any 

attempt at navigating the waves of change       taking place.

   When I founded the Canadian Internet Marketing       

Association in 2011, it was an organic move as a natural 

branching out of my work running an agency and speaking 

at conferences. People I would chat with were eager to learn 

about the changes that were rapidly overtaking the               

country. Professionals, business owners, students, and the 

public at large had seemingly never ending supply of        

questions about the digital frontier. To help satisfy this        

desire to be informed, and coming from a combined                

academic and business background, I founded the                        

organization with goals of education and community at its 

core. Education included on-going training for those           

looking to keep up with the changing digital world, and 

community for networking, socializing, and sharing of ideas 

to better comprehend the behavioural trends. 

   The tremendous demand for information continues to 

this day. What follows is a non-exhaustive list that highlights 

areas that are being transformed.
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   For over half a century, shopping malls were                    
prominent fixtures in suburban living. The recent retail          
environment has suffered with fewer shoppers, rising rents, 
and lower profits, as malls are closing and evolving. The     
retail apocalypse has lead to malls reinventing themselves.

   “The retail apocalypse has lead to malls reinventing 
themselves.”

   For one, pop-up shops, once reserved for Halloween 
and Christmas stores, have become commonplace and      
accepted. The trend is for malls to be converted into mixed 
used facilities, incorporating retail space with residential    
living, offices, entertainment venues, medical facilities, and 
other amenities. While malls evolve toward becoming a 
more integrated part of the community, the need for these 
destinations has decreased as online shopping continues to 
dominate Canadians’ way of life. The convenience, lower 
prices, and time saving aspects of online shopping                     
continues to outpace changes to physical retail outlets.

   Traditional forms of promoting products and services 
with TV, radio, and print have lessened in importance as the 
digital ecosystem for marketing continues to evolve. Native 
advertising, content marketing, and search engine                      
marketing, all have targeting and analytics potential beyond 
traditional channels. For example, retargeting and                            
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remarketing provide greater niche penetration and return 
on investment opportunities than ever before. Artificial         
Intelligence (AI) further provides valuable customer insights 
for marketers.

   Celebrity status on social media platforms such as 
YouTube, Instagram, Twitch, TikTok, Snapchat, and                      
OnlyFans is now commonplace. Brands looking to reach    
increasingly niche audiences in significant ways now rely on 
influencers and micro-influencers to carry the message to 
their fanbase. Influencers are trusted by their fans and      
companies cannot manufacture that authenticity. As such, 
they must rely on influencers. Additionally, content                   
marketing with increased interactive content such as        
shoppable posts will continue to transform and justify the 
decreasing need for physical retail space.

   While the Canadian education system is ranked as 
one of the best in the world, keeping up with technology 
should be more of a priority. Guidelines could require            
educational institutions, starting from elementary school, to 
teach children how to use technology in constructive,       
functional, and meaningful ways. Schools must teach for 
the realities of what’s to come, if Canadians are to be            
prepared for jobs and future societal roles. While it may be 
seen as impossible to train for jobs that don’t yet exist,     
mandating fluency and ethics in technology is a start.

Transformation and New Digital Ecosystems
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   “Academic institutions can barely keep up”

   Academic institutions can barely keep up with the     
realities of Internet marketing. What may be true at the      
beginning of a semester may be completely changed by the 
end, thereby nullifying the value of the knowledge. An ideal 
way to stay up-to-date is to have continuing education      
opportunities with information that is easily updated and 

adapted to trends, in real time.

   Noting the demand for training, consulting, and    
coaching, my team and I have been offering courses and 
workshops on search engine optimization (SEO), content 
marketing, social media marketing, analytics, and                      
WordPress, among others. We teach both theory and       
practice so that attendees truly understand why they are 
doing what they are doing. With more do-it-yourselfers     

anticipated to flood the market as traditional jobs dry up, a 
new course is being developed to help freelancers launch 
and grow their business.

   Given the uncertainty of our future workspace, an       
entrepreneurial and freelancer spirit is required to be able to 
acquire new, practical digital knowledge, and to generate 
income from multiple streams. This must be integrated into 
the fabric of society. The downside of not doing this means 
that an individual is leaving one’s future in the hands of a 

company that has no intention of keeping them around until 
retirement. Or, that company may not even be around for 
much longer, forcing the individual to make difficult                   
decisions about their future sources of income.
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   With up to billions of users, the largest online brands 

including Facebook, Google, and Amazon each represents 

a consolidation of power in their respective areas.

   “Google has amassed so much information that it is 

now a destination, not just a search engine.”

   Over 50% of Canadian businesses still do not have a 

website, many of which believe they are too small to       

merit one. Google has amassed so much information that 

it is now a destination, not just a search engine. That         

further discourages some businesses from marketing 

themselves. 

   Amazon is the largest ecommerce company by       

online revenue. While it is the site of choice for consumers 

and merchants, to merely call it an ecommerce website is 

an    understatement. The company’s reach is so pervasive 

that thanks to Amazon Prime, its offerings include two-

day shipping, music and video streaming services, and 

other perks. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is a cloud      

platform with almost half of the global market share.  
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   The public at large is not aware of how powerful these 
companies are. It would be useful to examine their current 
trajectories and follow the roadmap of where they intend to go.
   

   Yet, companies in the sharing economy make                  
economic and environmentally friendly sense. If Canadians 
are to continue to find ways to prosper while simultaneously 
fulfilling environmental mandates, governments must act 
more quickly and openly to adapt to the changing realities 
of digital businesses. 

   Governments should be legislating to benefit its        
people, not trying to prevent change in an established         
industry. Individuals need to acknowledge that our lifestyles 
are changing, and it’s not going back to the way things were.

   The public cannot count on a top-down structure with 
government at the top to make changes. Governments are 
extremely slow to initiate change while technology is racing 
ahead, transforming every aspect of our lives. It is up to      
individuals to pay attention and bring on change in a             
bottom-up approach. 

   With increasingly sophisticated technology, websites 
and ultimately marketers are able to collect massive amounts 

Transformation and New Digital Ecosystems
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of private data regarding an individual’s digital habits and 

interests. Many Internet users enjoy the benefits of viewing 
ads that are tailored to their interests. Yet, most Canadians 
have expressed some level of concern over privacy.

   Currently, data is gathered either voluntarily or by     
uninformed collection. Threats to Canadians’ private                  
information is real, as seen in major data breaches at          
Facebook and LinkedIn, among many others.

   In European, the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) covers areas of data permission and access,                  
allowing marketers to collect and store data with specific 
rules. Similar rules could be used in Canada.

   A type of digital industrial revolution is outpacing      
society’s ability to assimilate rapidly evolving paradigms. 
Societal change is happening intragenerationally rather 
than intergenerationally. If  Canada is to maintain a                
knowledgeable, technologically capable population while 
leading the world, it must account for this transformation.

Brian Rotsztein is President of the Canadian Internet     

Marketing Association (CIMA), www.internetmarketing  

association.ca

http://www.internetmarketingassociation.ca
http://www.internetmarketingassociation.ca
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Reducing Regulatory Burden 

ver the past decade, Ontario has experienced an       
unprecedented shift in its electricity supply mix and 
an expansion of all forms of renewable energy,                

including waterpower. But it hasn’t been easy. What started 
as a five year development timeline for new or significantly 
expanded hydro rapidly grew to an 8 year process, driven 
largely by regulatory requirements with the attendant           
increase in project costs. It should come as no surprise, 
therefore, that when faced with the reality of increasing 
electricity prices, attention is paid to reducing the input 
costs associated with regulation.

   Almost from its swearing in the “new” provincial        
government has had a sharp focus on the reduction of       
regulatory burden for business and citizens. Ontario’s Open 
for Business Action Plan has set a target of reducing the 
cost of complying with regulations affecting businesses by 
$400 million annually by 2020. At last count, the                             
government was more than half way to achieving this           
objective. “Red tape reduction” is not a new phenomenon in 
government. Successive governments have established    
various mechanisms intended to reduce regulatory burden, 
ranging from concepts such as requiring the elimination of 
two regulations for the introduction of each new one to the 
creation of a Secretariat to drive an all-government                     
approach. As an industry that can be subject to as many as 
fifty (50) provincial and federal legislative requirements for 
a single project, the waterpower sector welcomes any         
opportunity to discuss improved efficiencies.

O
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   Regulatory reform in the waterpower sector has taken 
a number of shapes, each designed to reduce burden while 
retaining the broader public interest, and each with a             
different approach to the achievement of the objective, as 
outlined below.

   1. Incenting responsible governance – the LRIA      
Agreement Framework

   Under a policy framework initially introduced in the 
spring of this year, the first of will hopefully become a series 
of bilateral agreements was signed between the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) and Ontario Power 
Generation on “Waterpower Day” – June 1, 2019.  The   
Framework provides guidance for Lakes and Rivers                    
Improvement Act (LRIA) agreements that enable                              
responsible dam owners with mature programs and the     

resources to demonstrate their ability to safely manage a 
portfolio of dams, to complete certain alterations,                          
improvements and repairs to their dams without obtaining 

approval from MNRF. 

   The core concept in this burden reduction approach is 
the demonstration of “responsible dam owner with mature 

programs” in exchange for a less onerous process of             
government review and approval project by project. The    
initiative continues to build on MNRF’s iterative                                   
modernization of approvals under the LRIA which began in 
2011. At that time, government made a fundamental                  
decision to incorporate a guideline and best management 
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practice approach to dam management in Ontario rather 
than to require the application of standards through               
regulation. The approach has enabled the development and 
improvement of technical guidance over time and is             
foundational to the Agreement Framework introduced in 
2019.

   In short,  demonstration of a dam owner ’s                                        
responsibility and program maturity is linked directly to the 
voluntary adoption of key guidelines and best management 
practices through a managed system, including Dam Safety 
Reviews, Emergency Preparedness and Response Plans, 
Public Safety Management Plans and Operations,                       
Maintenance and Surveillance Manuals. The incentive to      
reduce regulatory burden, therefore, results in an                              
improvement to infrastructure management and advances 
public policy objectives. The OWA is actively encouraging 
waterpower producers and other dam owners to assess the 
potential for entering into an agreement with MNRF.

   2. Defining low risk projects – Class Environmental    
Assessments

   A second approach to the prudent reduction of          
regulatory burden, both for business and for government, is 
to focus limited resources on undertakings for which             
government review and approvals are most wisely invested. 

This “low risk” approach has been taken by a number of 
successive governments. For example, in 2016, small dams 
associated with wetland protection were exempted from 
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certain regulatory requirements. It’s also an approach that 
is embedded in the OWA’s Class Environmental Assessment 

for Waterpower Projects (Class EA). 

   It is also an approach that was incorporated into one 
of the government’s initial burden reduction Bills – the More 
Homes, More Choice Act, which received Royal Assent on 
June 6, 2019. Specifically, Schedule 6 of the Bill                                      
(Environmental Assessment Act) adds several new sections 
to the Act in respect of class environmental assessments, 
one of which provides that a class environmental                                
assessment may exempt specified categories of                                  
undertakings within the class from the Act. It also exempts 
certain undertakings that are currently subject to approved 
class environmental assessments.

   As a first step under the legislative changes, low risk 
projects under several Class EAs, including those held by 
MNRF, MTO and GO Transit, were subsequently exempted 
from the Act, using the categorizations within the                             
respective Class EAs. Work continues on the rationalization 
of the various Class EA processes, including the OWA’s 
Class EA, which already identifies projects at existing       
structures to be of lower risk than Greenfield developments. 
The application of OWA’s Best Management Practices Guide 
for the Mitigation of Impacts of Waterpower Facility              
Construction can also play a key role in “de-risking” projects 
– an example of how industry leadership can help reduce 
regulatory burden.
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   3. A “one window approach” – The OWRA and the 
LRIA

   Finally, there is the long-awaited reduction of                    
regulatory overlap and duplication for the waterpower      
sector between the Ontario Water Resources Act and the 
Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act. Bill 132 – the “Better for 
People, Smarter for Business Act”, introduced in October 
2019. The intent of this burden reduction initiative is to 
streamline processes by moving towards a one-window     
approvals system for waterpower facilities through the     
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry. This will be 
achieved by amending the Ontario Water Resources Act to 
remove the need for waterpower facilities to obtain a           
permit to take water.

   Waterpower facilities will continue to be regulated   
under the Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (LRIA), which 
is administered by the MNRF, and the Class Environmental 
Assessment process. The changes remove the current        
duplication and overlap between the Ministry of the                  
Environment, Conservation and Parks and MNRF for the    
industry and will provide cost savings for facilities while 
maintaining environmental protections. It is important to 
recognize that there is no loss of government oversight in 
this proposal rather it ensures that the industry is regulated 

once, addressing what had become a “pancaking” of               
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requirements, driven largely by unintended consequences 
of unrelated policy initiatives over a period of years.  The 
OWA has long advocated for this improvement – the result 
of which will be more investment in projects than in                     
unnecessary process.
   

   As is illustrated in the figure below, Ontario’s two      
hundred and twenty four (224) waterpower facilities “punch 
above their weight” with respect to their relative                               
contribution to capacity, energy and peak demand                       
requirements as compared to costs to ratepayers. The        
sustained targeted reduction of regulatory burden for an 
industry that continues to demonstrate environmental     
leadership will only increase the value proposition for Made 
in Ontario waterpower.

Paul Norris is the President of the Ontario Waterpower 
Association, www.owa.ca
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he Ontario Sustainable Energy Association (OSEA) 
was incorporated in early 2002, and was active in 
supporting sustainable communities that encouraged 

the Province to pass The Green Energy Act, the Feed in   
Tariff and Micro-Fit Programs and Net Metering regulations 
that drove new investment into wind, solar and biomass 
projects in Ontario. Promotion of renewable energy here 
occurred largely during this period of 2008-2015.                          
Proponents said it was essential to kick-start renewable     
energy development and manufacturing in green                        
technologies here in Ontario. Critics argued large                           
corporations won long-term contracts or Power Purchase 
Agreements (PPAs) that were too costly. Few companies 
remained to manufacture wind and solar technologies in 
Ontario. But another real problem resulted in that by        

adopting  increased renewable energy technologies                 
deployment and “must run” generation, without energy 
storage technologies to backstop intermittent energy,        
Ontario created a balancing problem on the grid. Wind and 
Solar run at far higher costs to the system operator and 
ratepayer, often at “off peak” seasonal or daily times, and 
surplus results from existing baseload generation that is 

given to neighbouring power grids. This can be mitigated 
with energy storage, demand response etc.

   Today, Ontario has the following installed capacity 
mix on the transmission system, according to the IESO of; 
Nuclear 35% (13,009MW), Gas 27% (10,277MW), Hydro 
(24%) 9,065MW, Wind at (12%) 4,486MW, Biofuel (1%) 
295MW and Solar (1%) at 424MW, or 37,355MW of installed 

T
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capacity overall. Additionally, there is installed capacity on 

the distribution system (commercially operational) of       

largely solar, wind, bioenergy, hydro and natural gas/CHP 

for 3,400 MW overall. Ontario today is in a surplus situation 

for energy and continues to seek market optimization for 

investment through capacity auctions, to lower the costs to 

end use consumers. (Source: IESO www.ieso.ca )

   Since no one technology can meet the system needs 

at all times, a diverse mix that can leverage different                  

attributes provides the right supply and demand mix to 

maintain our grid’s reliability. Ontario’s baseload electricity 

comes from nuclear and run of river plants, peaking needs 

are met by hydro dam generators and gas (CCGT) plants, 

and wind and solar plants provide hourly energy                              

contributions-all managed by the grid operator the IESO.  

But today, technology has evolved to allow for two-way     

energy flows resulting in the need to accommodate more 

embedded generation or “Distributed Energy Resources”. 

These DERs enhance the local distribution network and      

alleviate strain on the transmission system. These changes 

should further encourage cost effective energy efficiency, 

reliability via imports and exports of electricity with             

neighbouring jurisdictions, increase both demand response 

(now 4MW) and energy storage (now 50MW) to help          

regulate and balance the Ontario grid. 
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   OSEA has analyzed the existing situation in Ontario 

and decided it must reorient its mission to accommodate 

the fast-changing energy technology mix and of the

Provincial energy system and its policies that will enable 

further growth in clean technologies. No one energy            

generation technology is devoid of environmental impacts, 

especially on a life cycle basis. Nuclear has a huge footprint, 

spent fuel and waste storage concerns, gas peaking plants 

emit CO2, wind and solar farms displace agricultural land 

and are intermittent, large hydro floods huge swaths of   

pristine forests and native land, displaces fish, and emits 

methane from its reservoirs. Geo-exchange remains one of 

the most benign technologies with a high efficiency rating 

of 4-6: 1 unit of power needed to heat and cool space in 

buildings and homes. The only technologies that are free of 

these anomalies remains energy efficiency solutions as deep 

retrofit project pay from savings, reduce both energy use 

and emissions from buildings, industries and homes.

   OSEA is focused on the following goals as an energy/

environmental association in 2020:

   • Promoting cost effective Climate Change Resilience, 

Mitigation and Adaptation solutions and Sustainable                  

Finance e.g. SRI and ESG through social impact investment;
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   • Promoting Ontario’s growing pool of expertise in 

green energy / clean tech and services such as engineering, 
finance, project management etc., to access new global 
markets in Asia, Africa and Latin / Central America                       
(in addition to the USA);

   • Promoting Ontario’s Bioeconomic in biomass, CHP
pellets, wood chips, etc. including seeking participation with 
First Nations where applicable, creating economic activity;

   • Advocacy to the Ontario Energy Board (OEB) as a 
cost eligible intervenor to support improved access for     
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), and seeking to lower 
connection costs to the transmission grid to enable more 
small-scale power solutions;

   • Education / promotion of sustainable energy            
technologies through Green Energy Doors Open2020 TM 
an annual sustainable energy technology showcase that is 
open to the public free of charge and will be national in 
scope.

   OSEA’s members include electric and gas utilities, 
small medium enterprises in clean technology and energy 
services, communities seeking to move to a lower and     
cleaner energy scenario, NGOs and individuals, all striving 
to promote a low carbon sustainable future for Ontario. By 

Rebranding an Enviromental NGO
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collaborating with our members, our other association    

partners, and with support from sponsors and funding       

organizations like foundations, OSEA plays a critical role 

as a voice to counter the narrative against the move          

towards cleaner energy in our Province. Ontario’s               

electricity grid is largely carbon free today, but many 

challenges remain to better integrate emerging DERs and 

energy storage technologies, drive additional energy        

efficiency  investments, and where economic, pursue 

electrification of our transportation system to further   

displace carbon and other emissions. OSEA continues to 

remain an effective and credible voice to establish cost 

effective and reasonable    energy policy in Ontario, while 

creating new economic       

activity and jobs in our 

clean tech sector including 

bio-economy and green 

exports.

Dan Goldberger is the 

President and Chairman 

of the Board for the 

Ontario Sustainable 

Energy Association 

(OSEA), 

www.ontario-sea.org
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Moving the Dial Towards Empowering Women

n the occasion of the recently celebrated International 
Women’s Day, and its key theme, “Each for Equal. An 
equal world is an enabled world”, we pause and            

reflect on what this means in terms of empowering and     
advancing women in international trade. Without a doubt, 
gender equality and women’s economic empowerment are 
essential to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development 
to achieve inclusive growth, leaving no-one behind.                   
Momentum has been gaining in international trade                         
institutions in recent years to better recognize the potential 
of women-owned businesses and support their growth. 

   Women entrepreneurs are growing in leaps and 

bounds around the world and are increasingly an important 
driver of economic growth, but they continue to remain   
underrepresented in global trade and participation in      
global value chains. Only one in five women export and 
women-owned firms win only one to two percent of              
multinational corporate and government procurement   
contracts. Women-owned businesses are often concentrated 

in service sectors and informal sectors that are less trade 
intensive. Many lack resources needed to expand beyond 
borders, including access to contacts, education and               
financing. 

   In some countries, there are still legal barriers that 
prevent women from owning land and accessing financing, 
plus cultural biases exist. Even in developed countries, 

O

Rocky challenges  
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women tend to self finance which limits their growth. In ad-

dition, although considered gender neutral, trade agree-

ments can affect women and men differently. Historically, 
they have been negotiated without a gender lens and failed 

to take into account the needs of women and the impacts 
of agreements on them.

   Research shows that women continue to play a         
central role in the rise of the entrepreneurial economy in 
Canada, launching businesses at higher rates than before, 
often outpacing men. And, according to Startup Canada, 
Canadian women entrepreneurs have been taking on the 
business world despite barriers and disparities in funding 

and representation, contributing $148 billion annually to the 
economy while employing 1.5 million Canadians.

   According to a report, greater efforts to harness the 
power of women in the economy could boost Canada’s     
annual GDP by $150 billion in 2026. This reflects the                 
immense potential for unparalleled growth and represents 

a significant stimulus for Canada’s economic growth and 
prosperity.  On the global front, if women participated in 
the economy on equal footing as men in the labour market, 
this could add as much as $28 trillion, or a 26% increase 
over current growth, to global annual GDP by 2025. 

Women entrepreneurship making waves 
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   Set against this backdrop, the Organization of           
Women in International Trade (OWIT) was formed back in 
the 1980s in the US. Its story is part of the journey towards 
gender equality, with a focus on empowering women to 
trade globally. A not-for-profit global association, OWIT’s 
mission is to advance women in international trade and 
business, engaging over 2,000-plus members and 20    
chapters around the globe that impact hundreds of millions 
of dollars in trade and business transactions annually. The 
organization provides education, information and high-qual-
ity networking. OWIT has local chapters in Canada, in           
Toronto and Ottawa. 

   As the first Canadian chapter of this premier global 
trade association, OWIT–Toronto is a 20-year-old non-profit 
designed to promote women doing business in international 

trade. Through networking, educational and professional 
growth opportunities, the organization helps to build       
members’ expertise in the international trade arena.            

Members include women entrepreneurs, service providers, 
trade practitioners, executives, government representatives 
and business women involved in international trade as well 

as students passionate about international trade. 

   OWIT-Toronto serves as a gateway to potential           
marketplaces through its global network, connecting      
women to the right contacts for support, information,          
education and inspiration. This includes connections to 

Global call to action
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like-minded women, access to business contacts and           
service providers like bankers, as well as to trade missions, 
and information about financing programs that help              
support international growth. Through pursuing strategic 
partnerships with groups and programs both domestically 
and internationally that support women’s economic                 
empowerment and global trade, OWIT-Toronto amplifies 
networking opportunities for its members. It also showcases 
role models to inspire other women and the younger             

generation to pursue trade careers and opportunities.

   In Canada, tremendous strides have been taken to 
achieve women’s economic empowerment, and Canada    
already demonstrates best-in-class leadership on the              
international stage. The Canadian government’s policy and 
legal approach through its progressive trade agenda and 
Women Entrepreneurship Strategy provides an opportunity 
to double the number of women entrepreneurs by 2025. Its 
$2 billion investment in women’s economic and social           
development reflects its strong commitment.

   Canada has also provided resources for the expansion 
of Export Development Canada (EDC)’s Women in Trade 
investment program. The critical investments ensure that 
EDC is able to translate its goal of helping women-owned 

and -led businesses grow into new markets. And the Trade 
Commissioner Service (TCS)’s Business Women in                          
International Trade (BWIT)  program helps Canadian         

Canada’s inclusive trade approach
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women-owned businesses access new export                                           
opportunities by organizing trade missions each year. 

   At the global level, Canada’s trade diversification    
strategy enables a more inclusive approach to trade that 
provides access to benefits and opportunities from                       
international trade and investment to more Canadians who 

have traditionally been under-represented, including          
women, SMEs and Indigenous peoples.

   Canada has also been a strong proponent of the         

application of Gender-based Analysis Plus (GBA+) to impact 
assessment, bringing this internationally recognized best 
practice to all realms of policy-making. Among the first in 
the world is a dedicated trade and gender chapter included  
in the modernized Canada-Chile Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA). The trade and gender chapters in the Canada-Chile 
and Canada-Israel FTAs establish trade and gender              
committees to oversee cooperation activities and share      
experiences in designing programs that encourage               
women’s participation in national and international trade. 
Canada is also seeking to include gender chapters in FTA 
negotiations with the Pacific Alliance and Mercosur. 

   Canada has been a global leader in championing and 
working with other partners to endorse the Joint                             
Declaration on Trade and Women’s Economic                                           
Empowerment. The Buenos Aires Declaration was a                   
decisive step, putting trade and gender on the WTO           
agenda like never before. The Declaration aims to promote 

Moving the Dial Towards Empowering Women
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women’s economic empowerment and tackle barriers that 
hamper their participation in global trade. To achieve this, it 
provides a platform to better understand the links between 
trade and women’s empowerment. Canada has hosted the 

first seminar organized under the Declaration, focusing on 
gender-disaggregated data and gender-based analysis. A 

number of workshops as well as research and joint studies 
have been done, and WTO Members championing the     
Declaration are currently working on its implementation     
report to be presented at the 12th Ministerial Conference in 
Nur-Sultan, Kazakhstan in June 2020. The report will look at 
ways to take this work forward.

   OWIT-Toronto has been supportive of Canada’s       
commitment in pursuing progressive and inclusive trade 
that benefits all. It actively engages with the government 
on the different programs supporting women in                                  

international trade, operating as a broker for its members 
to stay in touch with the latest information about                          
government programs and their accessibility. The                         
government, in turn, has been supportive of OWIT-                     
Toronto’s mission, inviting participation in free trade          
agreement stakeholder consultations, such as the NAFTA 
renegotiation, and in ongoing dialogue to ensure that trade 
policies are better aligned with the interest of all Canadians, 
including women. 

Moving the Dial Towards Empowering Women

Making global trade inroads for women
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   The government has also supported trade missions 

organized by OWIT-Toronto to help expand market access 

for women. These missions provide excellent opportunities 

to meet valuable new contacts on the ground and build      

relationships that lead to new business. For example, in 

2019, OWIT-Toronto led a Canadian women’s trade mission 

in the manufacturing, auto and ICT sectors to Monterrey, 

Mexico, and participants have since reported business wins.

   Women’s economic empowerment has gained           

traction with governments and key stakeholders around the 

world. The Buenos Aires Declaration is a testament of this 

trajectory and, as a result, more WTO members are                   

voluntarily incorporating a trade policy gendered lens in 

their reports, a 66% increase from 2018. 

   Canada remains a trailblazer in championing inclusive 

trade on the world stage. Canada’s progressive trade       

agenda has resulted in a great deal of groundwork in policy 

making, in enhancing women’s capacity to trade, in creating 

equal opportunities as well as in providing a level playing 

field for both men and women. However, gaps still remain in 

ensuring that women are elevated.   

Building momentum and trading up
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   The inclusion of trade and gender chapters in FTAs is 

a positive development. According to trade specialists, this 

will help to raise awareness of gender equality issues in the 

trade discourse, and highlight the gaps that still exist. It will 

encourage broader participation by civil society and the 

private sector in the implementation of agreements,                 

enhance cooperation between parties to the agreements 

on issues of immediate relevance to women, and                 

strengthen capacity-building, especially when one party is 

a developing country. However, these chapters are also light 

and somewhat aspirational now.  Milestones or specific 

goals are not included, dispute-settlement mechanisms do 

not apply, and potential impacts of trade liberalization       

pursued under the agreements on women’s well-being and 

economic empowerment are not addressed.

   What can governments do next?  

   • Convene public-private consultations to discuss    

specific actions and goals in parallel with trade agreements 

to improve women’s participation in trade and their                 

economic impact. 

   • Address domestic policies like childcare that can    

impact women’s ability to expand globally. 

Moving the Dial Towards Empowering Women
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Altius Architecture

   • Encourage CUSMA members to develop a model of 
cooperation to address trade and gender, e.g., establish a 
trilateral gender and trade committee, including women   
entrepreneurs, to share best practices and to define              
concrete goals.

   • Strengthen efforts to include women and historically 
underrepresented groups in supply chains through supplier 
diversity programs.

   • Support capacity building of women by expanding 
and funding women’s enterprise centres and by sponsoring 
volunteer-run women’s trade organizations like OWIT.  

   Canada is indeed making waves in its approach to 
take forward a progressive trade agenda to ensure that 
more women are engaged in trade and reaping the rewards 

that come with it. Step-by-step, and in a collective effort, 
we can ensure that nobody is left behind. Engaging and 
joining the conversations with OWIT, and other like-minded 
organizations, means fostering export opportunities for 
women-owned businesses - an investment in the Canadian 

economy as a whole. And in an increasingly protectionist 
world, women represent 
untapped potential to 

fuel more trade and be 

new stakeholders for      
exporting.

Susan Baka is 
VP International, and 
Justine Namara is      
Director for the              
Organization of  
Women in 
International 
Trade Toronto chapter 
(OWIT-Toronto), 
www.owit.org 
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